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Young Wild West's Biggest Panout
OR, ARIETTA AN·o THE LOST PROSPECTORS
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER I.-A Little Excitement on the
Mountain Trail.
Over the dusty, crooked trail that wound its
way over the . Rockie~, in the southern pal't of
Colorado, an old-fashioned covered wagon of the
prairie schooner type might have been seen moving slowly a,long one afternoon in early autumn,
a few years ago, when that part of the country
was in a much less settled state than at present.
The vehicle was a rather clumsy affair, but was
stoutly built, so it might stand the jolts and
knocks of a hard journey. It 'was drawn by foui·
sturdy mules, and every time the driver, a rawboned man with an ir on-gray beard, cracked his
whip to hasten _them along, the tails of all four
would switch defiantly, as though . they had passed
,. resolution not to exceed a certain pace.
On the seat with the driver was · a buxom
woman of forty, who seemed to rather enjoy his
futile attempts to urge the mules to a faster
gait.
"There ain't no use in tryin' ter huuy 'em,
J osh," she said, after a while. "You know as
well as I do that a mule ain't like a horse. It
,"' can't be made ter do what it don't want ter do.
There ain't sich an awful hurry, anyhow. We'll
· strike some water as soon as we git over that
h ill ahead. There must be a big hollow ther other
side, an' there's always water to be found in
hollows."
"That's ri,g ht, Jane," was the r~ply, in a vexed
tone· of voice. · "But ther pesky mules make me
a ll-fired mad sometimes, an' I can't help showin'
a little of my temper. Just to -please you, I'll put
ther whip away an' let 'em go to suit themselves."
"You might jest as well, 'cause it won't do no
good ter u se ther whip on sich critters as they
are."
For probably a hundred yards the wagon moved
on, neither the man nor woman having. anything
to say. Then suddenly a musical voice from back
in the wagon somewhere, said:
"P op, do you think we'll find water when we
g et ,o ver the hill?" . ·
"I reckon we will, Lucy," was the reply, without turning his head. "Your mother seems ter
think so, an' somehow what she thinks is g enerally right, if yer let her t ell it."

"Ne~er inina.. any of your sarcastic 1·emarks
now, Josh," the woman retorted, acting as though
she was a bit nettled, though the smile on her
full, round face would have told one differently.
"We'll find water , an' then we'll go into camp.
It's been an awful journey so far, though I'm
glad that we haven't had anything very serious
to happen. In my mind it's a fool undertakin' to
try an' find a place where gold kin be dug out by
ther shovelful. But you've gain' tex have your
way about it. You have made up you r mind
you're gain' ter be rich inside of a year, an' if
sich a thing is possible you will, too, :for I'm
gain' to help you out all I kin."
"It'll soon be night," Josh declared, as he looked
down the slope ahead of them and saw nothing but
a· narrow trail running close to a deep chasm.
"We want ter strike water putty soon, 'cause we
ain't got a bit left in ther keg. I always thought
it was easy ter fin·d water here in ther Rockies,
but sometimes you kin go putty near a whole day
an' not see a · di-op. But we'll be all rig'ht, I
think. How about it, Jane?"
"We'll find plenty of water after we turn that
bend down there," his wife answered, quickly,
just as though she had been there before and
·
knew all about it.
"All right, then. Giddap, you lazy loafers."
Forgetting himself, he drew out the whip and
cracked it smartly. The mules started at a faster
pace, because there was nothing to pull n ow since
there was just ·enoug'h of a · slope to permit the
wagon to almost run down of its own accord.
B ut Josh knew it would be dangerous t o go too
fast; so he promptly put away the whip again 'a nd
slapped his foot on the . brake. Then they went
along the narrow ledge, with a perpendicular ledge
rearing. itself upward on the left. They reached
the bend the woman had spoken of, an<l then as
the leaders turned it two 'horsemen suddenly appeared. When Josh and his wife saw that their
faces were covered with black masks; their faces
turned pale. Mrs. Morgan promptly threw herself over backward and rolled close to where her
daughter was sitting.
"Hurry u p!"
"Hands up!" came the cry just then. "If any
one attempts t o do a ny shooting they'll drop_
.
dea d.''
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Then one of them caught the leade r s by the
bits and soon brought the outfit to a halt, while
the other rode up, revo lver in han d, a nd leveled
it at the dr iver.
Bang! went a shotgun just then , and the holdup man's hat was whis ked off his head a s if by
magic.
• "Did I get him, J osh?" a h'embling voice a sked
from the inside of the wagon.
The masked man· was so frighten ed at his narrow escape from death tJ1at he turned his horse
instantly and rode away behind the bend. If the
woma n had shot an inch or two lower she would
have blown the top of his head off, and no doubt
he fully realized it. The other fellow became
somewhat di sconcerted, too, for he let go the
mules ' and followed his companion. Josh picked
up the rein ~. tremblingly, but he did not offer to
start the mules ahead. He knew that the two men
must be r ' ght around the bend, and if he attempted to ,go any further it was quite likely
they would shoot.
"Jane," said he, shaking his hea•d a s he glanced
over his shoulder, "yer hadn't oughter done t hat.
They'll sart "nly kill us now. They've got ther best
of us, 'cause they kin hide and wait for us ter
come along. _ What did yer shoot for?'
"Well, I want yer to understand that l ain't
goin' ter have no masked men trying to rob us,
Josh. I made up my mind afore we started on
this fool trip that if anything lil:;e this happened I
was goin' ter shoot. I shot, too, right through
ther hole i n ther !<ide of ther canvas. But I was
so excited th at I mu st have shot a little too hi g h.
I just took th er scoundrel's hat off, that's all.
There it is !ayin' on ther ground there. I kin
see through ther hole. It's pretty well riddl ed,
too, ain't it? Why, there ain't a bit of a crown
left in it!"
"Never m ind ther hat, Jane. J est r emember
that we're in a mighty bad scrape jest now. The m
two fellers meant ter rob us, of course."
"Well, ain't it better t er drive 'em away than
ter let 'em go ahead an' rob us? We ain't got
an awful lot of monev, that·s true, but s 'pose they
took some of our belongings what we've beeri carryin' all ther wa y from Nebr a gky ?"
"They might better t a ke everything we've ,g ot
than ter kill us," Josh declared, shaking his head.
"But ther thing is now, what are we goin' ter
do?"
•
"Take the rifle, dad," the girl spQke up, as she
handed him an up -to-date repeater. "We stand
just a s good a show as they do. There are only
two of th em, you know , and the instant they show
themselves around the bend you can open fire on
them. Just get back · in the wagon and lie down,
so they can't see you very well. , I'll hold the
reins:"
She reached over and took the reins from her
father's hand, and as they were long enough for
her to crouC'h behind the seat, she was able to
keep from the view of any one who might appear. The girl's words seemed to rouse Josh Morgan to full action. He quiclcly dropped back and
then, taking the rifle, rested it on the seat and
waited. But for some reason -best known to themselves the two masked men did not choose to appear again. After a wait of fully fifteen minute,:,
the anxious ones in the wagon began to think

that it might be safe to go ahead. Just as Josh
had about rr.ade u p h is mind to do it th e clatter
of hoofs sounded from behind them.
"They've ,g one a round an' are comin' back from
ther other way," he cried, a s he climbed over the
goods and chattels the wagon contained and
peeped from the opening in the r ear.
Jane, shotgun in hand, crept after him.
""Why, they a in't no robbers !" she exclaimed,
breathing a sigh of 1·elief. "The re's gal s ,Yith
'em, an' two of 'cm is boys."
"Yes, an' if there a in't two heath en Chinamen
there I've never seen one in my life !" her husband
added, his face lighting up. "No, Jane, they
ain't robbers, that's sartin. Jest see what a goodlookin' lot they arc, too, not countin' ther Chinaman, of course. An' what fine horses ! Well,
there's only two boys an' a man, as far a,: cou~1tiri'
on any one tcr fight is concerned. But I reckon
they could he 1p u s out, maybe, so jes t as soon as
.we have told 'em what's ther matter we'll go on
an keep an eye out for ther two robbers."
lt happened that there w;is quite a stretch
whe1·e the trail was straight, and the approaching
riders were almost at the foot of the long s lope
\vhen the occupants of the wagon heard them
coming. But it was scm·cely more than a minute
before up they came a nd halted near th e rear of
the old-fa$hioned outfit.
"Hello, the re!" Josh called out, a s he leaped
from the back of the wagon, rifle in hand. "We'1·e
awful glad you folk s come along j est as you did,
thou,gh I won't promise you tha t you won'f git
into trouble."
•
"How's that, m y friend?" a dashing, handsome
boy with long, light-ches tnut hair hanging over
his shoulders, answered , a s he looked at Josh,
curiously.
" Well, we was held up about fifteen minute;;
ago by two men wearin' black maski
One of
'em g r abbed ther mules by their heads, an' ther
othe1· pointed a gun at me. Then my wife sent
a charge of shots at him through a hole in ther
side of ther wagon-top. She missei:i him, but she
took hi s ha t clean off his head, an' he was so
scared that he turned an' rode away like a streak
of g r eased lig htnin'. Ther other feller must have
got sca r ed, too, for he follered him. ·we've been
waitin' here for some time to see if they're comin'
back, but they don't seem ter think it's worth
while."
" A hold-up, · eh? " and the boy turned to his
companions and nodded. "vVell, the chances are
we will have a little excitement before long, then.
But say, my friend," he added, turning to Morgan,
'·where are you heading fo1·, anyhow?"
"We're bound for Shyster Flat. live got a
friend out there what's dig-gin' so much gold out
that he don't know what ter do with it, an' I
made up my mind ter go there an' git rich, too,
so I. sold my farm an' started, an' have been a
long time gittin' as far as this. But accordin' ter ·
what we heard at ther last place we stopped we
oughter s trike Shyster Flat some time ther day ,.,
after to-morrow."
The boy who acted as spokesman of the party
was .attired in a fancy hunting-suit of buckskin
that was elaborately trimmed with s carlet silk
fringe. He was mounted upon a clean-limbed sorrel stallion, and after speaking to his companion»
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in •a low tone for a few seconds he u1·ged his
steed forward and passed the wagon.
•
"Where are you goin', young-feller?" Josh Morgan asked. "You had better look out, 'cause them
t-wo robbers may be hidin' ther other side of ther
bend."
"Well, I'll go and see if they are there. Come
on, Charlie; come, Jim," the boy replied.
Then the other boy and a tall man, with a
wealth of raven hair and a mustache of the same
hue, promptly rode aft.er him. Rifle in hand, Josh
ran along after them, while the rest...of the party
remained at a halt, but not dismounting. As the
three rid er s r ode a r ound the bend and disappeared, Josh shook his head and listened. But
hel;lring nothing he walked stealthily along after
them, and when he saw them at a halt a hundred
yards fu1·ther alon,g the trail he called out, loudly:
"Do yer see anything of 'em?"
One of the three shook his head in the negative,
and then motioned for Morgan to come on. He
ran quickly back to the wagon, but before getting
in he told the young woman and the two who were
waiting there 1 near the two Chinamen, that they
were supposed to follow the wagon.
"Everything is all right now, Jane," he said,
as he got upon the seat and took the reins from
his daughter. "Them two fellers must have been
mighty scared like, an' you kin consider yourself
ther cause of it. Maybe it's better that you didn't
take ther feller's head off, 'cause then you would
dream nights about l;lavin' killed a feller-bein'."
"Maybe I would, Josh," was the reply. "But
any fellow-bein' what puts on a black mask an'
tries ter rob people of what they've got oughter
be killed, in my ·way of thinkin'."
"Yes, that's right, t oo. Giddap!"
He loosened the brake a little and the mules
started ahead, the cumbersome old wagon rocking
from side to side a s it went on down the slope.
Around the bend they went, the ,girls and the
two Chinamen following leisurely. Just as Josh
brought his outfit to a halt, near the waiting
three who were sitting dn their horses looking
down into a miniature valley, a rifle cracked
from somewhere to the left, and a bullet whizzed
past Josh's head.
"Wow!" he exclaimed, excitedly.
"They're ·
after u s ag'in. Look out, you fellers."
The word s were scarcely out of his mouth
when he saw the dashing-looking boy with the .
long, light hair suddenly raise his rifle to his
shoulder and take aim.
Crang ! As the report rang out a startled cry
came from Jane, who was looking through a peep- ·
hole in the side of the wagon.
.
"Look!" she exclaimed. "A man is tU:mblin'
down ther side of the mountain."
·
Josh quickly swung around and saw that what
she said was true.
"Ther boy got him," he declared, shaking his
head in surprise. "That's one of 'aw, too."
The body landed within a few feet of the wagon
and remained motionless, for even if the bullet
had not killed him the fall would have surely
done so. Meanwhile, the two boys and the man
had dismounted and were keeping a watch above
them.

"They started it, boys," the one who seemed to
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be the leader said, coolly, "so shoot at the first
si,ght of a man."
"Well," retorted the tall man with the long,
black hair, "ther driver of ther wagon says as
how there was two of 'em. But if ther other feller is wise he won't show himself after seein'
what's happened to 'his pard."
"That's right, Charlie," the other boy spoke up,
nodding approvingly. "The chances are that he'll
light out and get as far away from here as possible, for the loss of his partner has, no doubt,
showed him that his own life is not worth much
if he lingers in this vicinity."
Finally the boy with the long, light hair walked
up to the wagon and said:
·
"Well, I reckon everything is all right now.
The other fellow has either •gone away, or else
h e's decided to wait until later before he takes a
shot at u s. The sun is pretty well down now, and
if you folks want to find a camping-place, I
reckon you had better come on down. We. are
looking for a place to camp, too, so if there are
no objections, we wilt stop with you to-night."
·"Objections, eh?" exclaimed Josh, his face
lighting up. "Well, I reckon not. We'll be only
. too glad ter have yer. But say, young feller,
might I ask who yer are?"
"My name is Young Wild West," was the reply.
"Well, that's a mighty funn y name, too, though
I s'pose it jest suits yer. . Well, Young Wild
West, I'm Josh Morgan, an' here's my wife Jane
an ' daughter Lucy.
"Very 11:lad to meet them, I'm sure.' Now, then,
I'll introduce you to my companions."
The boy then named over the members of his
party, who were Cheyenne Charlie, an ex-government scout, and his wife, Anna; Jim Dart a
Wyoming boy, and his sweetheart, Eloise Gi{rdner; Arietta Mu.rdock, the golden-haired sweetheart of Young Wild West himself, and 1 p Wah
and Wing Wah, the Chinamen. These clia r acters
are ~o well _k~own to the majority of the reading
pubh~ t~at It IS not necessary to give any further
de~cr1ption of the1;1. ~uffice it to say that Young
":ild West. and his friends were simply making.
one of their horseback trips over the mountains
in search of excitement and adventure. and that
they had come unexpectedly upon the -mule-wagon
and its occupants.
After having examined the pockets of the man
who had been shot and finding- nothing that would
id~ntify him, they_ left him where he lay, Young
Wild West declarm~ that undoubtedly his partner woukl come back and bury him, and then
~hey all went on down the slope and soon found
Just the place they were looking for to camp. .

CHAPTER II.-A Stray Shot.
. "Now, :then, boys," said Young Wild West, turnmg to his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie and
Jim Dart, "I reckon we had· better be a little
caref?l how we locate our camp. We know for
~ertam that we have an enemy not far away, and
it may be that _he has friends near at hand. In
that case ·most likely he would endeavor to avenge
_the death of his pal. But I think we; can find
a safe place right here,"
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The boy looked around as he spoke, and pre. ently dismounted and walked over to the foot of
a cliff where big rocks and boulders were numerous. A big waterfall was right on hand, and
there was plenty of. vegetation growing close at
hand for the horses to eat.
"I reckon this is just ther place, all right, Wild,"
Cheyenne Charlie decla1·ed, nodding his head approvingly, as he slioped from the saddle and
walked over to where the boy was standing.
"Ther cliff sticks out jest far enough ter stop
any one from throwin' rocks down on us or
shootin' at us from above. That means we're
protected we1l enough from ther top. I reckon
there'll enot:gh rocks near us ter hide behind if
an ything ha ppened, an' on this side ther gtound
is putty open, which means that no one could
git very close ter us without us seein' 'em. Ther
other way no one could come from, anyhow,
'cause it's all rocks piled on one another. Yes ,
I reckon if that measly coyote has got any
friends an ' he comes here ter look for revenge,
he'll find that he'll have a hard time in gittin'
it. Why, in about ten minutes' time we could
build up a regular barricade here. All ,we would
have ter do is to roll ther boulders in shape."
"I hardly think we will have to do that, thoui?h,
·Charlie," the young deadshot answered, shaking
his head. "There are plenty of rocks and boulders
lying around that will just answer our purpose
in Caf:e we are attacked. Now, th en, we will have
the pack-horses unloaded and get things ready
for the night."
Josh Morgan sat in the front of his wagon
and listened to what our hero and the scout said.
He seemed to be greatly interested, and after
Jim Dart had declared that undoubtedly they
could hardly find a better place to camp, he got
down and walked toward them.
"Now then, Young Wild West,~' he said, '' if
you'll tell me where ter put m"I( wagon I'll be ·
much obliged to you."
"Anywhere close to the cliff, Mr. Morgan,"
was the reply. "I reckon that will be a good
.
place right over there. "
"All right, I'll soon git her there. I s'pose I
had better drive right in a s close. as I kin git."
"Yes, if you can manage to oick your way
around among the rocks."
"Well, I'll do ther best I kin about it," and so
saying he went back to the wagon and picking up
the reins, started the mules ahead.
Morgan proved to be quite a clever driver, for
he managed soon to bring· the wagon riiJht up
close to the cliff.
. "How is that?" he called out to the young
deadshot and his partners.
"Fin e !" was the reply.
Meanwhile, the two Chinamen had been busy
unloading the pack-horses, and the y now le,l
the animals where they might graze, taking care
to tie them with long lariats, so there would
be no d~nger of them stra ying. Josh saw what
they were doing, so he attended to his mules in
a like manner. Then he came back to his wagon
and told his wife and daughter they might a s
well get i\lpper ready. There was plenty of firewood to the found close at hand, and while he
was gathering some, Mrs. Morgan and Lucy got
out the frying-pan and coffee-kettle.
Yo nng Wild West's sweetheart no sooner noticed this than she hurried over to them and said:

"You may as well eat supper with us. There
is no need of both parties going to the trouble
of cooking . . We have a very good cook. He is
one of the Chinamen, you know."
"Thank you for the invitation, miss," Mrs.
Morgan said, "but I don't know as I'd care to eat
what a Chinee cooked."
"Oh, I'm sure you '- would like his cooking all
right. He is very clean and neat, you know."
"Well, we don't want ter impose on you, anyhow. We've got plenty of g-rub."
"But we would much rather have you take
supper with us," Arietta insisted.
"Of course," Anna spoke up, as she came forward. "Don't think of g-oing to the trouble to do
any cooking yourselves."
Eloise also came over, and when she, too, l);ave
such a pressing invitation, the woman consented.
Her daughter was willing, anyhow, a s could easily
be seen by the three.
_
"Josh we're goin' ter eat with Young Wild
WeS t an' his frie nd s," Mrs. Morgan said, as her
husba nd came up wi th an armful of wood.
"Is th at so? Well, th at's mighty kind of 'em
in askin' us. But we've got plenty of grub, an'
•I don't feel like imposin' on any one too much,"
he retorted.
"There's no imposition about it," Arietta declared, smiling at him. "Perh~ps you have never
eaten a meal cooked by a Chinaman."
"Can't say as I have," and Josh shook his head
as though he was trying to think. ·
"Well, our Chinaman is a very good cook."
"Which of 'em is the cook?" Morgan asked, as
he threw clown the woo<l he had been carr~·ing
and looked at the two Chinamen who were iu:st
coming back after having seen that the horses
were tied ·where they could eat all they wanted
to.
"The one who is ahead," Arietta retorted.
"Well, I don't see how you kin tell 'em apart."
Mrs. Morgan said, shaking- her head. "They both
.
look alike to me."
"Well, the one ahead is our cook, and the other
is what we call our handv man. He attend:s to ·
the horses occa:sionally and does a few other
things. But the best thing about him is that he
is able to give us a very good entertainment
when th ings are dull in camp. Hop Wah, for
that is his name, is a very clever magician, and
he is full of fun nearly all the time. He could
make the most solemn person in the world laugh,
I th ink." .
"A magician, you say?" Morgan asked, look ingsurprised. "You mean a feller what kin do wonderful things, don't yer ?"
"Yes, that's about it, Mr. Morgan."
Arietta now hurried to meet Wing, the cook.
She told him that there would be three more for
supper, so he could make his arrangements accordingly. Our friend s had quite a suppl y of
game with them, as there had been no lack of it
during the past two or three days when they had
been ridin g through the mountains, and a s they
always went supplied with everything that was
needful, they could ' easily accommodate the three
travelers without Putting themselves out any.
Hop and Wing were not long in gathering the
necessary firewood, and then a blaze was soon
going. Arietta seemed to be hos.sing the job just
then, for as soon as she saw Wing start in to
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make preparations for the evening meal, she
nodded to Hop and said:
"Now, then, I think some one will help you, so
you can go ahead and put up·the two tents-."
"Allee light, Mis see Alietta. Me do lat velly
muchee quickee. Maybe my blother helpee me
before he makee um suppee Jeddy."
"No, he won't. It is getting rather late, and
•
we are going to have company for supper, so he'll
go right ahead and get it. Wild, Charlie and
Jim will help you, Hop."
The two Chinamen had always been in the
habit of putting up the tents without any On~ to
assist them, and Hop did not seem to be inclined
to do differently just then. But when Arietta
called out to Wild and told him what she had
said to Hop, - the Chinaman quickly started in
at work. Our hero ,and his partners joined him,
and it was not long- before the tents were erected,
and in just as 11:ood shape as if Wing had been
Hop's assistant. Then the girls busied themselves in making- things ready for the night, so ·
they would have nothing 1;o do after the meal
was over. The sun had disappeared by this time,
and darkness would soon ·be upon them.
"Well, boys," said Young Wild West, nodding
to his partners, "I reckon it would be a good
idea if we were to take a little scout around
before it gets so dark we can't .see anything."
"I think so, too, Wild," ·Jim Dart answered.
"So do I," Cheyenne Charlie exclaimed, for he
always agreed with anything the young deadshot
said.
Picking up their rifles, the three set out, each
taking a different direction, and while they wer~
away Anna lent her assistance to the_ cook ano
the preparations for, the evening meal made rapid
progress. The emigrant wagon was nQt more
than fifty feet from the two tents, and it was
well shielded from above. The travelers slept in
it, of" course, for it was arranged so that a curtain would divide it in t , _; compartments, and
was quite a large affair, anyhow.
In a short time Wild and his friends returned
and reported that they had not seen anything
alarming. The words were hardly uttered when
there came the report of a rifle and a bullet
whizzed by their heads.

CHAPTER 111.-The Lynching Farce.
The report of the rifle came from a pbint within a few feet of where he was standing, and
Yo.ung Wild West- distinctly heard the whiz of a
bullet as it passed _his head smashing · a jug.
Quick to think and act as the young deadshot
was, he turned and made a leap in an endeavor
to catch the villain who had fired the shot. The1·e
was no doubt in his mind but that it was intended
for him, but he did not stop an instant and, dashing forward, came upon· a man just as he was
leveling a rifle to take another shot at hi1)1.
Not being close enough to sei~e the weapon and
divert the shot, the boy dropped to the ground,
diving forward at the same time. Crang ! The
rifle was discharged, but the bullet passed over
Wild, and the next thing the would-be assassin
· hew he had been seized by the ankles and thrown
heavily tb the ground.
"This way, boysV' our hero called out, as he

quickly pounced upon the prostrate man. "I've
got him. It was me he wanted. This is the pal
of the fellow I was forced to · shoot this afternoon, I suppose. Well, I've got him, all right."
Wild certainly did have him, for his left hand
was clutching the villain's throat so hard that his
tongue was protruding-. Charlie and Jim were
upon the spot in a jiffy, and then came Josh
Morgan, with a lantern. Our hero could have
easily handled "the man alone, but as his partners
were on hand he let them take charge of him ahd
·
arose to his feet.
"Get up, you sneakin' coyote!" the scout exclaimed, -as he half-lifted the scoundrel to his
•
feet.
With the assistance of Jim he was soon placed
in a ·standing- position, and then the emigrant
held the lantern up so they might have a 'look
at his face. When they saw it was covered with
a rriask no one was surprised. 'N ow they were
certain that he was one of the two who had at·
tempted to hold UJl Joh Morgan's outfit.
"So you wanted me, did you?'.' the voung deadshot said, in the cool and ·easy way that had made
him famous, as he reached out and pulled th~
mask from the prisoner's fa-ce.
-!'Yes, I wanted you, Young Wild West," was
the defiant retort. "You shot my pard, an' it
was up to me ter shoot· vou. I tried putty hard
ter do it, but I made a miss of it 'cause I couldn't
see well enough. I thought I had yer covered
when I fired, but when I seen I'd missed I stayed .
right where I was an' got ready ter take another shot. There ain't nothin' · of ther coward
about 1i1e, I kin tell yer. · I always go my whole
length,- an' I don't cll,re what happens ter me
now. I done my best, an' that's all _any man
ki-n do."
Jim Dart had removed the man's weapons from
his person before this, but they had not offered to
tie him yet. However, there was no chance of
bis getting away, fo1· the scout 'field him tightly
by the arm on one side, while Jim did a like
service on the other.
"Fetch him along, boys," Wild' said, nodding- his
head. "I want to question him a little, so we'll
let him sit down in camp with us for a while."
The prisoner did not try to fall back any, but
walked along willingly, and he was soon seated
upon a rock close to the fire, while :Mrs. Morgan
and her daughter looked at him as though they
were afraid he might do something- to endangertheir lives. Arietta, Anna mid Eloise had been
greatly surprised, of course, ·b ut they were so
used to such things happening that they had
recovered pretty well before the prisoner . was
brought to the camp.
"Is he one of the two men who tried to make
the hold-up, Wild?" Arietta asked, as she looked
.
at the prisoner keenly.
"You can bet your life I am, j!al!" the villain
answered, before our hero could make a reply.
"We would have done ther job all right, too, if
that woman sittin' there hadn't fired through ther
canvas of ther wagon. She come mighty near
blowin' ther top 9f my pard's head off, an' when
I seen him turn an' ride off, I thought it was
about time ter go, too. That's where we was
fools. We should have stayed right there an'
cleaned up ther whole lot of yer."
"So that's the. kind of a road-agent you are,
eh?" Wild said, looking- at him .sneeringly, "Yo~
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thlnk you should have killed- all three of them,
"Come here, Josh," he said, as the emigrant
eh?"
approached. "Jest git hold of this feller so he
"Sartinly I do, Young Wild West," was the won't have a chance ter run away. I want ter
bold reply. "Didn't ther woman try ter kill my put this noose around his neck good an' slick,
pard? She sartinly meant ter blow his head 'cause this has got ter be a good job."
off when she fired through ther canvas."
"Go ahead an' finish me an' have done with it,"
.
"Well, she didn't touch him. The charge of . the prisoner called out.
shot simply lifted his .hat from his head, that's
But there was a slight tremor in his voice,
all."
which told plainly that he was beirinning to
"But that was ·enough, wasfl't; it?"
weaken. As soon as Morgan had caught hold
"No, I hardly think it was. Your pard got of his other arm the scout quickly formed the
his .medicine, anyhow, so he ,might ius't as well noose and then placed it about his neck.
have got it then. It wouldn't have been my luck
"Now then," he said, "jest lwld him tight till
to have to shoot him in that case."
me an' Wild gits hold of ther other part of
"Yes, that's right. You shot him all right, ther rope. Wher, I count three up he goes!"
1
Youno- Wild West. I seen yer when yer fired. I
Morgan and Jim held the prisoner tightly. He
didn't° run away then 'cause I was afraid of yer, was trembling violently now, and t'hey knew that
but it took ther heart out of me for a little while the scout's plan to frighten him was working
ter think that I'd lost a good pard who had stuck nicely. Wild took the rope with Charlie and it
ter me for years. But I follered yer up, dh' I was quickly drawn so taut that the chin of the
waited until I thought I had a good chance ter l)risoner went up slightly.
·
git square. I made a miss of it, an' here I am.
"Wait a minute, Charlie,'' the young deadshot
Nov,, then, yer kin go ahead an' do what yer • said, as he turned to the scoundrel who had tried
want ter me. I don't care a bit."
so hard to shoot hlm but a few minutes before.
. "Wild," spoke up the scout, , "ther ,snefkin' "I ~ant to ask him a few questions before he
coyote has got lots of nerve, an I don t s pose dies."
he would mind it ther least bit if we was ter
"Go ahead, Wild," was the reply.
..
hang him right away. I reckon we had better
"What is your name?" the boy a sked, looking
,g·o ahead an' do it."
at the man sharply.
· So saying, the scout quickly procured a lariat,
"Muffins," was the reply.
and finding a convenient jutting of rock from the
"Where do you live?"
face of the cliff, he flung it over it.
"Anywhere I kin find a place ter lay down.
"Fetch him here, Jim!" he called out. .
But that ain't no business of yours, anyhow."
Wild nodded for Jim to do as he was told,
"It isn't, eh? Well, I think it is."
though, of course, it was understood that he
"Well, maybe it is, then, Young Wild West.
did not mean that- the man should be lynched. But see here, don't yer think you.could change
Like Charlie, he wanted to see just how much your mind about this piece of business? I don't
nerve the prisoner h_ad.
want ter die, after all. • I've been thinkin' it over
"Come on," Dart said, as he _pulled upon the mighty fast in ther last few seconds, an' it's an
prisoner's arm.
awiul thlng ter be taken off sudden-like. If you
"Oh, I'll go!" was the reply. "Don't you think would only let me go 1'11 l)romise yer that I'll
I'm afraid of b~m• hanged. I ain't got nothin' mend my ways an'· I won't try ter git revenge
more ter live for, anyhow. I. thought more of 'cause you killed my l)ard, either."
my pard than if he had been my brother. He 's
"Oh, you have changed your tune, have you?
gone, an' I've failed ter avenl!'e hls death, so I Well, you are going to be hanged, just the same,
might as •well 'die, too. Let her go. I'm ther so you may as well make up your mind to it."
gamest feller what ever made a hold-up."
At !his. the pri,soner's knees knocked together,
Josh ·Morgan thought surely that our friends and he sank toward the ground. But Charlie
meant to lynch the man. His face turned very held him up with the rope, and finding that he
pale, but he did not offer to utter a word of was apt to be strangled, he quickly straightened
protest. He turned to his wife and daughter and up again.
tried to calm· them.
"Don't, don't!" he gasped, almo·s t choking. "This
"Most likely ther feller's deservin' of what he's is murder. Let me go! let me go!"
goin' ter git," he said. "Don't make a fuss about
•~ee here!" exclaimed Wild, sternly, "would it
it. It'll soon be over, an' then everything will have been murder if you had shot me when you
be all right ag'in."
sneaked up so close to the camp and firea ?" ·
"Don't you fear that Young Wild West will
"Maybe it would, maybe it would," the villain
permit the man to be hanged," Arietta spoke up, cried, excitedly. "But I'm awfµl sorry for it.
with a smile. "He isn't that sort of a boy. You shot my pard, an' I felt as though I must
Wild wouldn't do a thlng that was wrong for get square."
anything. He has never taken part in a lynch"But you must remember that I wouldn't have
ing, even though he knew it mig-ht almost be shot your pard if he hadn't come mighty near
called .iustifiable. You just wait now. They shoot!,ng me first. I got' him just in timP, or he
simply want to see how much nerve the scoundrel certarnly would have dropped some of us. Thai·
has got. He will cave in at the last moment, I was purely in self-defense, and yo'u know it."
am sure of it,· for I have seen such fellows be"Yes, I know it. But don't hang me, don't hang
fore." .
·
me!"
The three looked much relieved at this, and
"Wild," said the scout, letting go the rope, "I
then Josh hurried over to where the prisoner had reckon we had better fL"C him a little afore we
been led. Charlie had taken a lantern there, and finish him. We must tie his hands."
it was now on the top of a big rock so the light
"All right, Charlie, go ahead," for · the boy
could shlne pretty. well upon the prisoner's face. could see there was a twinkle in the scout's eyes.
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A piece of rope was quickly procured, and then
Charlie tied the hands of Muffins, as he called
himself, securely, at the same time running the
rope up to the noose and making it fast to his
belt, so he could be easily hanged without hurting him in the least, since the noose could not"
draw tip-ht about his neck. But the condemned
villain did not know this. He thought surely
that his last minute on earth had arrived, and
he trembled and pleaded, and finally broke into
tears, crying like a child about to be thrashed.
But, of course, our friends paid no heed to this .
"Are you ready, Charlie?" y.'ild asked, as he
stepped back and pulled upon the rope until the
noose tightened slightly about the scoundrel's
neck.
"Yes."
"Vlell, come here, then, and up he goes!"
Charlie stepped over and then both braced
themselves and gave a sudden lurch bac;:kward. Up
went Mutrms, kicking· and screaming,' until he
hung suspended three or four feet from the
ground. Even then he did not seem to realize
that he was not being choked, for · he kept on screaming- and begging for mercy.
"CharUe,U said the young deadshot, with a
laugh, "I reckon we had_· better make the rope
fast, for it will take a lonlf while for him to die."
"That's so. He might live for a day or two in
that way: But he don't know it. He thinks he's
more than half-dead now."
It must have dawned upon the victim that they
were only fooling with him, for he suddenly became silent and ceased struggling.
''He's dead, Charlie," Wild said, suddenly. "Let
him down and we'll dig a hole and bury him."
When the scout let him down it was so sudden
that Muffins went sprawling upon the ground.
"Get a couple oI shovels so we can bury this
Jellow!" our. hero called out to no one in particular.
"Don't, don't!" came the cry, as the prisoner
rolled over and got into a _ sitting posture. "I
·
ain't dead."
"Yes, you are dead. You have been hanged
, .
and you have got to be hurried now."
"No, no!" cried the man, frantically. "I ain't
dead!"
At this Wild broke into a laugh, and the rest
joined in; and then the ,prisoner kMw quite well
that they could not have intended to hang him•
after all. .
"Untie his hands, Jim," the young deadshot
said, after a minute or two. "I reckon we'll give
him a chance. He can go and tell his friend·s,
if he has any, that he was lynched and escaped
with his life."
Muffins trembled as much as ever, but it was
from pure joy now. As Dart liberated him he got
upon his .feet and, starting toward Wild, said:
"My life is in your hands any time you git
ready ter take it, Young Wild. -West. That's all
I want ter say to yer."
"All -right, Muffins, you can go now. There
are your weapons lying right there. I'll take
·
you at your word."
The villain picked up his weapons with trembling hands and then turned and walked away into
the darkness as though he feared that some one
'Jnight try to detain him.
"Good-night, Muffins!" Wild called out to him.

'1

"Good-night, Young Wild West!" came the response.
"Well, I declare!" Josh Morgan exclaimed, when
the sound of the man's footsteps had died out,
"I never seen anything like that in · my life.
Don't yer s'pose he'll try ter git square with
yer ag'in, Wild?"
"No, Mr. Morgan," was he quick reply. "That
fellow has reformed, and am certain of it. The
ordeal he passed through brought him back to
what goodness there was . in. his nature, and I
haven't the least doubt but that he means to
lead a better life in the future. No man will
step forward and tell another that his life is in
the other's hands, and that he may take it whenever he sees fit, unless he means it."
"Well, I hope you're right. But human nature
is a funny thing, an' after that rascal gits over
t:t\er fright you gave him he may begin ter think
in a different way."
"Maybe he wiil, but it is hardly likely we will
ever see hi_rn again, so we'll never know just
how long his good resolutions will last."
But whether Muffins intended to again look
for revenge or not they could not ascertain that
night, for nothing occurred to disturb them, and
after Hop had given something more in the way
of an entertainment, they all turned in but the
one on watch, and when morning came· they were
ready to resume the journey toward the mining
camp that was called Shyster Flat. ·

.

CHAfTER IV.-The Arrival At Shyister Flat.
It v..as a very fine morning . when Y,oung Wild
West and his friends mounted their horses to
take_ the trail for the_ mining camp. The Morgan
f~m1ly were already m the wagon, with the mules
hitched and turned away from the cliff.
"Say when you're· ready ter start, Young .Wild
West," Josh called out, as he sat, whip in hand
an,d lo9king expectantly at the young .deadshot.
'We're ready now, Mr. ¥organ," was the reply.
"All right, then. Giddap!"
The whip cracked and the mules started ahead,
turning the wagon slowly until it was straightened out and heading for the trail. Then the
young deadshot nodded ·to his companions and
rode off, his sweetheart quickly reaching his side
on her cream-white broncho. Around a bend
they went and then they _. struck the trail.
"Well, Et," said Wild, turning to his sweethE;art, "according to what Mr. Morgan says, it
will take us a day and a· half to get to Shyster·
flat. But probably he made a mistake in it, and
it may be sooner or it may be longer."
· "That's right, Wild," the girl answered, with a
smile. "There's never any wa:y to judge just
how ·far a ce1·tain place is from what we hear
people say. No doubt some one has told him,
rou_$hly, about how far it was, but that may
have been a day or. two ago, and he _does not
exactly know how far they have come in that
·
time."
"Well, it rather runs in my head that we'll
strike the camp before sundown. I notice that
the trail seems to have been traveled' considerably of late. That means that there must b@
something in the way of business done there."
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"I suppo$e you have noticed the fre sh hoofprints, too, Wild."
"Yes, I saw them right after we turned the
bend and hit the trail. Muffins, no doubt, has
started that way."
"Just what I was thinking. Well, it's all right.
Ii li e has .gone to the camp we'll meet him again,
and then we'll have a chance to find out whether
he meant what he Slti,\d last nil);ht or not."
'·Oh, I think he was sincere."
" So do I."
'·lf he has reformed I am gl ad of it, for I am
tr ying to do a good turn fo r some one even
t hough it's done in a peculiar way sometimes."
The party rode on .. rather slowly; for they did
not want to leave the Mor11:ans behind. The girls
rather liked Lucy · and her mother, and they
spent much of the time during the morning conversing with them as they rnde behind the wagon.
'When noon came the usual halt was called,
and after eating dinner and taking a short rest
the journey was resumed. So far they had not
met any one, but :i!l0ng about the middle of the
a ft ernoon they came upon a long wagon that was
h,aded with timber that had been lately -cut.
Three men were in charge of it, and when Wild
questioned them he learned that the mining camp
was less- than eight miles below them. The timber had been cut for building purposes, so the
men said, and they took pain s to declare that
Shyster Flat was no mean sort of mining cam_p,
and that it was likely to soon gTow to be a big
city. But this was the old story that was always
heard about mining camps, especially fro,m those
who believed that the supply of gold-dust to be
found on the claims was unlimited. Our hero
a nd his fri:ends took what tl1t men said f~ just
what it was worth, and then rode on and half
an hour Jate1· found themselves at the crest of
a high ridge, with the mining camp lying upon a
flat a mile below 'them.
"The same old thing, Wild," Arietta declared,
a s she looked at the young deadshot and smiled.
"lsn't it odd that all the mining camps look
alike from a distance?"
"Well, you could hardly expect anything else,
Et," the boy said, laughing.
"That's true, but you would think sometimes
t hat they would try to build the sh;mties on an
eYen line."
"They never do that when a rush · is made for
some spot where a big· strike has been made, Et.
They usually put up the shanties upon the spots
that seem the most available at the time, and
don't hardly give a thought to anything like a
street. But after awhile, if things continue to
pan out well, a street is formed and a general
strnightening up takes place. But it's not many
mining camps that comes to· this point, however.
The m6st of them spring up like mushrooms am!
die 1down as quickly."
"Yes, I know that well enough."
They continued on now, and it is needless to
say that the Morgans were much elated when
they found they were so close to the end of
their journey. As they finally stopped in the
center of the camp a few miners who were not
working at the time gathered about them and
gave them a hearty greeting. The big, oldfashioned prairie schooner seemed to please the
residents of the Flat immensely, and when Morgan tolq them he had come all the way to join

his friend, whose name was Ryerson, a cheer
~,ent up. Everyone seemed to know John Ryerson, and this was very pleasing to the emigrants.
"But he ain't here jest now," one of the miners
informed Josh, with a shake of his head. "Him
.an' two others went out over a week ago ter do
·a little prospectin', an' they ain't showed up
yet. Ther fact is, that a lot of us has been
sorter worried about 'em, 'cause they only took
enough grub ter last 'em a couple of d'a ys. They
didn't intend ter go very far, of course. We was
thinkin' about g·oin' out ter look for 'em if they
• didn't show up in a day or two more."
This put a damper on the Morgans, for they
thought surely, when· they found that Ryerson
lived at the camp, that they were going to
meet him right away.
"It's too bad, Jane," Josh said, turning to his
wife and shaking· his head. "But mal7be it's· all
right, anyhow. He'll turn up after a while."
"Let us hope so," was the reply. "But we've
got here, so now ther quickest thing you kin do
-is to find some place where we're goin' ter live.
I ·don't s'pose we kin hire one of these shanties,
so that means that we've got to live in ther wagon
until you kin manage ter put up somethin' for
us. It's good we've got enough money ter last
for a little while, for you won't have much chance
to hunt for gold-dust until you git a shelter for

us."

"That will be all right, Jane," the emigrant
declared. "We're goin' ter have a roof over our
heads, an' it ain't goin' ter be a very long time
afore we have it, either. An' we're goin' ter
find lots of_gold-dust, an' in less than a ·year we'll
be strikin' back for Nebrasky pretty rich."
"Maybe we will, Josh, an' maybe ·we won't.
But we're out here now, so git rig·ht to work.
Don't let ther grass grow under your feet,
either."
Both had been speaking in rather loud tones,
and what they said was heard by not only our
friends but the men belonging to the mining camp
who had gathered around. All looked amused, and
no doubt the miners made up their minds Jerry
Morgan's wife was somewhat of a talker when
she had a mind to. Jane now walked over to
where the girls were sitting on their horses, and
the result was that the miners turned their attention to our friends , who looked quite picturesque in their fancy hunting and riding costumes.
"Say," said a good-natured but rough-looking
man, suddenly, as he took Morgan by the arm
and pointed toward our hero, '1who is that handsome-lookin' kid on ther sorrel, pardner?"
"Why, that's Young Wild West," Josh answered, quickly. "I thought maybe you people here
must know him."
"Well, I never seen Young Wild West afore,
but it s orter struck me that it might be him.
Yer see, I've heard somewhat about him. So
it's Young Wild West, eh?"
Then turning- to the men near him, the miner
added:
"Boys, jest cast your peepers on ther Champion
Deadshot of ther West. It's Young Wild West
what's come to pay a visit ter Shyster Flat,
an' he's got his two pards an' ther two heathens
an' ther gals with . him, too. Yer oughter .all
know who they are, 'cause it was only ther night
afore last' that a feller was in McCann's Taverl'I.
tellin' us a whole lot about him. He h11.<l seen
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him on a ranch in Texas, yer know. It seems
mighty strange that they should happen along
so soon after what we heard about 'em, don't it,
boys?"
Various replies were made to these remarks,
and then the rough-looking residents of the camp
moved up a little closer and eyed our friends
with a mixture of curiosity and admiratiqn. But
they were used to that so1·t of thing, so paid no
particular attention to it.
"Well, g-entlemen," the young deadshot said,
after waiting- a minute or two, "I reckon you
must have sized us up pretty well by this time.
What do you think of us, anyhow?"
"You"re all right, Young Wild West," one fellow
blurted out, nodding his head vigorously. "Ther
rest of yer is all right, too. Yer see, we've
heard so blamed much about yer that it sorter
seems sm·prisin' ter have yer come here. If you
kin do all they say yer kin, you must be a
hummer."
"Well, my friend, I don't know what any one
has told you about what I can do, so I won't say
whether I can do it or not. But I assure you
that I always try to do the l'ight thing- as nearly
as possible. Now, then, if you will kindl y tell
me who is the ma yo r of this town, I'd like to ask
a favor of him."
"Town, eh?" the miner ·exclaimed, delighteftly.
"What do yer think of that, boys ? He calls this
camp a town. I told yer it was growin' mighty
:fast. Maybe it don't look like a town ter us yet,
but to strangers it does. Happy, I reckon .you
must be ther mayor, though I don't know a s we've
ever called yer that afore. Step over an' see
what Young Wild West wants ter ask yer."
The last was said to til.e good-natured-looking
ma11, who promptly gave a nod· and at once
turned his attention to the young- deadshot, who
·
was still in the saddle.
"Go ahead and ask me anything yer want ter,
Young Wild West," he said, his face wreathed
in smil~s. "They call me Happy, 'cause I s'pose
I'm generally that way. There ain't no use in
bein' any other way, as I know of, an' ther name
suits me as well as any other."
"Very well, Mr. Happy. What I want to ask
you is if you have any objections if we pitch
our camp somewhere around near the shanties
here." ·
"Pitch it anywhere you like, my boy. 'Right
in ther middle of ther road, if yer want ter, for
I reckon when it becomes known that Young
Wild West has camped here ther boy,, will be
mighty wiUin' ter go around; so they won't disturb yer."
"Well, we will hardly stop right in the road
here," and the boy laughed heartily. "But there's
an open spot over there close to the creek. I
reckon that would do all right."
"Go ahead. You're welcome ter stop right
there or anywhere else, as I jest said. I reckon
no•one won't contradict what I say in this here
·
matter, either."
"Thank you, Mr. Happy."
There was a roar or laughter at this, for it
seemed funny that a "mister" should be put before Happy, no doubt. Wild turned to the emi- .
JtI"ant now and said:
"Well, Mr. Morgan, I reckon you may as well
drive right over there to the spot I just mentioned. You can put up there until you make
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arrange~uents to start the erection of a dwelling
for yourself ;;md family." ·
"A good idea," was the retort, and then Josh
promptly climbed into the wagon and started the
mules for the spot the boy had pointed out.
They all went over then, the miners following
·
.
them.
"It happens that John Ryerson owns this here
piece of land along ther creek," exclaimed Happy,
as he walked along with them, "so that will make
it all ther better. He afo't here, but when he
comes back an' finds an old- friend waitin' for
him. most likely he'll feel mighty good:''
Wild dismounted and the rest followed suit.
Then he g·ave or~lers to the Chinaman to go right
at work and put up the tents so everything- would
be in readiness when night came. The sun
was still more than two hours high, so they had
plenty of time to finish their work before it would
be necessary for the cook t o begin preparing the
evening meal. As soon as the horses had been
looked a fte r, Wild and hi!s partners walked over
to the tavern, where at lea.st half . a dozen of the
miners were gathered. The young_deadshot asked
a few questions concerning Ryerson who, with
tvi_o other prospectors, was missing. He could
tell by the answers he got that the general opinion was that the three men had become lost, and
probably were starving to death somewhere .
. "It's a putty wild country up. that way," one
of them declared, shakin_g- his head. "After you
_g-it over the1· ridge everything looks about alike,
an' as ther sun ain't been shinin' much in ther
last three or four days, it might be that they
ain't been able ter tell which way ter go. But
Ryerson is a putty 'Plucky man. He's went out
two o·r three ti.mes on prospectin' trips an' every
time he's struck it ,rich. He's made more money
than any one man what ever come ter Shyster
Flat, an' he's done it all through his luck in prospectin'. But this here time maybe he's got ther
worst of it. It was sorter foolish ter go out with
only a couple of days' rations with 'em."
"How long did ;,ou say they had been gone
now?" Wild asked.
·
"A week· yisterday."
death, then. They
"Oh, they won't · starve
-could shoot .what. game they needed. I have an
kea they will turn up all right."
"Maybe they will, but I happen ter know that
there's nlenty of human bones layin' up that way.
Others have gone there an' g·ot lost, arr' that's
what makes us all think that ther same thing
has happened ter Ryerson an' his pards."
"Well, it must be · a rll.ther queer place if any
one can get lest in it," declared our hero, though
he could tell that the miners were very much in
earnest when they talked about it in that way.
"l have a notion of striking· out to-morrow morning and looking up the prospectors•. The fact
that we are likely to g-et lost makes it rather
interesting. You see, we are fond of adventure,
and I reckon if we were to go up that way and .
· get lost we would have quite ·an adventure before
we got back."
"More of a one than you might like," decla·red
the miner who had been doing, the most of the
talking.
The young deadshot and his two partners went
in.side the tavern after that and Wild treated
the miners. He always had plenty of money
with him when he went on his lon_g- horseback

to
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rides in search of excitement and adventure, so
it was easy .for him ·to do this. He kept on talking with the miners, finding them to be a nice
lot of men, and he wondered why it was that none
of them seemed inclined to have an argument.
Finally he turned to the man he had dubbed
the mayor and said:
"Happy, you certainlv have got a oretty good
class of men here at Shyster Flat. Haven't you
had any bad men here?"
"Oh, thE're's two or three what calls themselves
bad," was the smilinir reply. "But everybody
knows what they are, so there ain't no one ter
git afraid when thev begin cuttin' up. There's
Snapper Jake ·an' there Goose Brothers, what
think they're ther real thing when they git a
little fluid-lightnin' aboard. They kin scare a
stranger all right, an' they always take pains
ter do it, too. I was goin' ter tell you about 'em,
but I sorter forgot it. But since you have spoke,
now yer know it. You'll see ·em around when
you come over to ther tavern after supper, most
likely."
"Good! I'll be very· glad to meet them ."
"So will I," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, a
broad grin showing- on his face. "Bad men is jest
my meat. I jest want 'em ter start in an' try
ter make me do stunts. T}:ien I'll let myself out
an' sorter surprise 'em. Whoope~! whoopee!
Wow! wow!"
The scout let c,ut a yell which caused the miners
to look at him in surprise.
"You had better keep a little quiet, Charlie,"
remarked Jim Dart, with a smile. "The first
thing you know you'll have the people here thinking that you're a bad man."
"Well, I'm sorter bad when I !!'it started once,
Jim," was the retort.
"Well, please don't get started, then."
"I won't unless somebody wind s me up good an'
tight. Then my wheels will git goin' fast, an'
things will hum."
The scout had taken a drink of liquor when
Wild treated, and it seemed to stir hirri up considerably. But since he had become a benerlict
he had taken very little in the way · of strong
drink, and he did not drink anything more, though
several times he was invited to do so. Wild and
Jim never drank anything stronl!': anyhow, though
they often smoked, so Hie result was that when
they left the tavern to go back to the camp an<l
seP. how things were getting on, they were well
supplied with cigars.
.
"Well, girls," said the young- deadshot, a s Arietta, Anna and Eloise looked t\xpectantly at them,
"I reckon we'll have to leave Shyster Flat tomorrow morning, though it is a very 'decent soPt
of camp, as far as I can see."
"Going to leave so soon, Wild?" his sweetheart asked, in surprise.
"Yes, I rather think that something has happened to the three prospectors, so we may as
well look after- them. Over that ridge yonder
there's a stretch of <;ountry that all looks alike,
and it's strewn with the bones of men who have.
become lost there and starved to <leath. That
is what the miners tell us, and it is there that
John Ryerson and his two parcls went. It does
look as though they may have become lost on
their prospecting- trip, so if we could happen to
find them and save their lives we would certainly
be doing a good turn."

"By all means we will go, then, Wild," the girl
declared, just as thoug·h it had been left to her
to settle the question.

CHAPTER V.-Cheyenne Charlie Tackles the Bad
Men.
Shortly after · they · had eaten their s upper
Young Wild West and his two partners started
for McCann's Tavern, as the only drinking and
gambling saloon in the camp was called. They
had noticed the miners as they came in from
working their claims, and they judged that the
population of Shyster Flat must number something like forty or fifty. Anyhow, they felt well
satisfied it would not · Fun over that number. It
did not seem to be exactly a new camp, either,
for the most of the shanties looked rather
weather-beaten.
·
"I'm afraid that there ain't goin' ter be r c!1
fun here, Wild," Cheyenne Charlie observe,1, as
he twistP.d th'! ends of his long, black mustache
and shook hi,; head thoughtfully. "I never seen
sich a good-naturecf lot of men in my life, an'
ther two or ihree what's s'pm,ed to be bad can't
amount ter much. I reckon if they don't start
somethin' up I'll have ter start it myself. I'm
jE>st itchin' ter have some kind of a scrimmage,
even though I don't use a gun."
"All right, Charlie. If ;,ou feel inclined that
way, go ahead and have a row with some one,"
Wild answered, l~mghingly.
"Oh, I don't want ter pick no row unless I see
somebody what's in need of bein' called .good an'
hard."
"Well. a°Il right, I'll 1:ave it to you. I believe
that fellow :::aid there was a couple of brothers
who were supposed to be bad."
"Yes, ther Goose Brothers he said."
"And there was another one called Snapper
Jake," Jim s poke up,
"Yes, that's right," Wild answered. "Snapper
Jake an<l the Goose Brothers. Well, Charlie, if
you happen to get mixed up with the Goose
Brothers there will be some feathers flying
about."
·
"You bet your life tliere will; an' there'll be
some squawkin' done afore I git through."
Then the scout laughed heartily at his own joke.
It was just bE"ginning to get dark when the three
rE>ached the front of the one-story shanty that
was called a tavern. It was a rather warm evening, and several of the miners were standing
and sitting about on boxes or barrels, smoking
and talking. All eyes were turned upon the trio
as they came up, for in their fancy hunting
costumes they certainly showed up in contrast
to the rough clothing worn by the miners. Then,
again, Wjld ar,d Charlie wore their hair long and
hanging over their shoulders, and they showed
up in true Western style.
"
"Hello, Young Wild • West!" Happy suddenly
called out, a s he burst from the saloon, his face
fairly beaming.
He had been drinking considerably since they
had seen him, but instead of making him mussy
he seemed to be jollier than before.
"How are you, Happy?" Wild answered, in his
cool and easy way. "You seem to be feeling
just as good as ever."
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"A fine old tenderfoot he is," Haopy reml\.rl ~ed
"Better than ever," declared the miner, earnestly, as the smile left his face for an instant. to Wild, with a wink. "I'll bet Cheyenne Charlie
"But I'm goin' ter introduce you to ther 11:ang. has sartinly been through ther mill in all kinds
Most every one is here now, so if the y'll all keep of shapes."
"You're i-ight on that, Happy,~ the boy antheir ears open I'll make 'em acquainted with
swered . "But it seems to me that Charlie is actyer."
Then he took his position before the doorway ing a little hasty just now. He seemed to be disof the shanty and in a loud voice called out appointed when he found that there was no one
the names of the three. When he had done thi s here thi s afternoon to start up a rnw. You know
he J>rompt]y took off his hat and raising it over how it is if you have been to many mining camps.
Thei-e is generally a pick made at the strangers
I'tis head he shouted:
'
"Three cheers for ther Champion Dead shot an' who arrive."
"Yes, that's rig-ht; but this here camp ain't
his pards, boys!"
There was hardly . a man there who did not that kind of a one, unless it happens that Snapper
join in the cheer that followed. Wild counted .Jake an' ther Goose Brothern happen ter be
them over quickly and decided it would not be around. They're thei- ones ter do that sort of
amiss to treat them all, so he promptly invited thing, an' they never lose a chance ter do it. Of
them inside. There was a rush for the door, course, we won't let 'em go too far with a strangthough our three friends were given plenty of er when we see he's gittin' scared. But you felroom until they got in. The little bar at one lers ain't . likely ter git scared at no thin', so I
corner was not nearly large enough to accom- won't have ter say a word, no matter what hapmodate them all, so they stood two and three pens."
deep about it. As near as .he could count, hastily,
"Here they come now!" some one called out
from the slooi-. "They're all. oiled up, too, an'
Wild decided there were thirty men there.
"Take what you like, gentlemen," he said, nod- Snapper Jake has 1rot a swagger on him as though
ding to them. "I don't drink anything in the he owns ther whole blamed camp."
way of hard stuff myself, but that" don 't say I
The two or three oil lamps that wei-e upon
am going to tell others what they shall drink. brackets in the barroom had been lighted by this
A man has a right to eat and drink what l}e · time, so it was not until the three men spoken of
pleases, so long as he don't interfere with the got inside that our friends took a look at them.
What they saw then was nothin!!' out of the ordirights of others."
This caused another cheer, for it seemed that nary, for the three men had all the appearance
even though they might be surprised that the . of being bluffers, so to speak. They all wore red
boy did not take anything strong .to drink they flannel shfrts, and -from their belts hung big reliked him for expressing himself. Wild- paid the volvers. They were about as homely a trio as
bill, whcih amounted to something like sixteen could be picked up in a day's travel, too, . and it
dollars, for whisky came high in that particular was easy to pick out the Goose Brothers, for
mining camp. But it was so in most of them at they looked very much , alike and were i-ather
the time of which we write, for usually what was stout and of medium height. Sna'J)per Jake was
sold at the taverns and stores in such places had very tall, on the contrary, and could not have
to .be conveyed a long distance by teams. over weighed more than a hundred and sixty pounds.
rough mountain trails. McCann, who owned the He towered above Cheyenne Charlie, who stood
tavern, did not have nearly enough glasses to six feet in his stockings, and as the scout made it
permit all to drink at o-ne time, but as fast as ·a his business to get directly in his way, he paused
miner swallowed his drink he put down the glass quickly and looked at him with a withering
and stepped back to make room for another, and glance.
after a while all had been supplied. Then several
"How are yer, stranger?" Charlie said, in a
wanted to shake hands with our friend s, and the !l'amiliar way, at the same time extending his
result was that they were kept busy for nearly hand.
"Oh, I don't know. J: reckon I'm putty good,"
ten minutes. FJnally Cheyenne Charlie stepped
out into the center of the room and began scan- was the gruff retort.
ning the faces of the men present.
'rhen he put out his hand and the scout seized
"Say, Happy," he suddenly called out, as he it quickly and gave it such a grip that the lanky
turned to the mayor, "has Snapper Jake an' ther man winced.
"Some one introduce me to these gents," CharGoose Brothers got here yet?"
"No, Cheyenne .Charlie," was the quick reply. lie · satd, without noticing how the man acted af"They aln't here yet, but I reckon it won't be lon,g ter receiving such a squeeze. "They lo-0k ter be
·
afore they'll come in. I seen ther three of 'em mighty fine fellers."
"I'll sartinly do it for yer, Cheyenne Charlie,"
together a little while ago. They was lookin' over
at your camp an' doin' a lot of talkin'. Most Happy spoke up. "Let me, make yei: acquainted
likely they're puttin' up a job ter have a little with Snapper Jake an' ther Goose. Brothers.
fun with some of you folks. They had a jug of They're ther original bad men of Shyster Flat."
"An' we're awful bad, too, an' don't yer forgit
rum with 'em, too, an' I s'pose they're gittin'
tuned Up a little afore they come over. A bad that!" added Snapper Jake, with a frown.
"As bad as they make 'em!" one of the Goose
man can't never git goin' right until he's had
about a pint of rattlesnake juice ter drink, yer Brothers declared, quickly. "When we git up
steam we generally goes right through things.
.
know."
"Yes, that's right. Well, let em git tuned up Nothin' kin stop us, an' you kin bet on that."
"Nothin' ain't never stopped us yet, anyhow,"
in good shape, an' then I want 'em ter have some
fun with me. I'm worse than a tenderfoot when the other brother observed, flashing a idance at
any one gits at me, an' you'll find it out afore our friends, which was no doubt meant to <UlUse
them to step back in fear.
very lonir,"
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But the miners laughed so heartily at what
they said that any one might have known that the
three men should not be taken seriously. Howev(;!r, Cheyenne Charlie, who was _in for a scrimmag_e, as he called it, made out that he was somewhat startled, and he stepped back a pace or two.
"Say " he said, suddenly, as he looked around
the rodm, "maybe I've made a mistake in bein'
a little too fresh with these here three bad galoots. I don't want ter g-it in no trouble, 'cause
I ain't built that way."
This seemed to be the cue for Snapper Jake to
act. Jumping back suddenly· he let out a yell
that caused the rafters of the shanty to quiver,
and then he jerked a big- gun from the holster
at his side and leveling- it at the scout's feet, he
cried:
"Git down on your hands an' knees an' crawl
around ther room. y OU have got ter make believe that you're a pig-, an' afore you git through
you must eat some dirt. Now, then, down ye1· g-o,
stranger, or I'll shoot off your toes. I'm Snapper
Jake, ther worst man what ever lived."
There was a roar of laughter at this, and the
tall bad man seemed somewhat surprised, for he
looked around in a hesitatinl1' sort of way.
"What did yer say?" Charlie asked, a bro3:d
grin on his face, for he was not the least bit
angry, and was only doing it for fun; "I've g·o t
ter git down on my hands an' knees an make out
I'm a pig?"
'
"That's what I said, stranger."
But Snapper Jake did not speak nearly as
fiercely as he had done before.
"An' I've got ter eat some dirt afore I git
through?"
·
"Yes, that's it." '
. "An' if I don't do it you're goin' ter shoot off
my toes?"
"As sure as you're born."
"Well, I can't afford ter lose my toes, so I
s'pose I'll have ter do as you want me to, then."
Then the scout dropped upon his hands and
knees. But it was only for a second that he remained in that attitude, for with a quickness that
was surprising, even to Wild and Jim, he made
a grab and caught Snapper Jake by the calves oi
his knees. A jerk sent his legs upward, and down
he came with a crash upon the floor. Then Charlie swung over his left hand and knocked t_he
revolver from his grasp. Rising· to his feet he
stood over the fallen man, with the revolver
pointed at the Goose Brothers, who were standing
back, their faces the picture of amazement.
"I changed my mind, you see," he said, with a
grin. "At first I thought I had better do as you
said, but when I begun ter think how foolish it
would make me look ter go crawlin' around ther
room on my hands an' knees, I th0ught I had
better not do it. But maybe you'll do it for us,
Mr. Bad Man. Go ahead an' show us how it
looks."
This was a little more than the Goose Brothers
could stand, for they had recovered themselves
sufficiently to act by this time. One of them undertook to puH his gun, but Charlie was too quick
for him and hit him a blow on the arm that sent
him sprawling against the other, and then both
went back against the bar. Leaving Snapper
Jake lying on the floor, Charlie followed up the

advantage he had gained and leveling his revolver at the men, he exclaimed:
"I'll jest take charge of your hardware for a
few minutes. After I've done with yer I'll give
'em back to yer. Now, then, hand 'em over. Be
quick about it, 'cause if my finger happens to
press ther trigger of this here gun you can't tell
which of yer might git a bullet through yer."
Then he kept moving the muzzle back and forth
so it pointed at first one and then the other.
Snapper Jake arose to a sitting posture and felt
for his gun. But it was gone, so he must have
decided to remain right there, for he did so, and
looked around him as though he would have
been pleased to be almost anywhere else at that
moment. The Goose Brothers were not long in
obeying the demand of the scout, who promptly
turned their revolvers over to Jim, who stood
near.
"Come along," he said, the grin on his face
broadening. "Git down on ther floor with your
pard. I reckon he looks as though he sorter
wants company."
Down the two got, and turning to Jim, Wild
said:
"That's about enough to disgust a fellow. Bad
men, eh? Why, they're the worst I've ever seen.
'.Chey are hardly worth bothering with. But since
Charlie has it in his head to have a little fun, I
am not goiog to say a word. He can go the
limit, as far as I'm concerned."
"Afore we go any further, Mr. Bad Man, I
reckon you h'ad better take a little drink," the
scout remarked, as he backed toward the bar,
never taking his eyes from the three men on the
floor. "Landlord, jest fill up three glasses with
pure, cold water. These fellers are teetotalers,
an' I know it. They never drank a drop of anythlng strong in their lives, an' water is their
favorite beverage."
This evoked another roar of laughter. Snapper
Jake and the Goose Brothers exchanged glances,
but said nothing. Wild and Jim walked over to
a bench and sat down, just as though the ridiculous scene had no attraction for them. Three
glasses of water were produced, and then Charlie
forced tht men on the floor to drain them at the
point of Snapper Jake's own revolver. He took
the glasses from them and then ordered them to
get upon their hands and knees. They obeyed after a little hesitation.
"Now, the11, make out you're all hogs, an' do
some tall creepin' around this room!" he exclaimed.
Crack! He fired a shot and the bullet came so
close to one of the Goose Brothers that he uttered
a yell and arose to his feet.
"Git down there!" cried Charlie, as he gave him
a push and sent him sprawling. "Don't forget
that you're hogs, an' I never seen a real hog
walk on his hind legs."
Then a really ridiculous scene followed . . Cheyenne Charlie forced the three men to crawl back
and forth the length of the room, two or three
times, after which he told them they might get
up and have a drink. Just as they arose to their
feet, no doubt very much relieved, Hop Wah, the
clever Chinee, came into. the barroom, his face
beaming with a child-like smile.

.,,.
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an' it went off. It seemed as ' though it hit you
right in ther face, Jake," one of the brothers answered.
"Come here, Hop, "Cheyenne Charlie called out.
"I guess it did. 0 It knocked ther cigar clean out
"You're jest ther one I want ter see. I want ter of my mouth, anyhow," declai;-ed the fellow. "It
make yer acquainted with three mighty bad men. must have been Cheyenne Charlie what done it, I
They're ther worst that ever lived in ther whole s'pose. He ain't through with us yet, it seems:"
world. Jest come here an' see if you can't make
"No, it wasn't him, 'cause he was standin' right
it pleasant for 'em."
there all ther time, an' I seen him jest as ther
The scout winked as he spoke, and the clever thing happened. I reckon we had better go out
Chi:p.ee caught on right away. He knew quite an' try an' find out who--"
well that Charlie wanted him to play a practical
Bang! Just then the cigar he was smoking exjoke on the three men, who were now standing ploded with a loud report, and then-- Bang!
at the bar waiting to ·sret a drink.
The other went off as though it felt duty bound
"Come on, everybody!" Charlie called out. "We to follow immediately. The miners had been
may as well all take a little swaller now. Ther laughing before, but now they broke into a roar
danger is over."
and fairly danced. It certainly" was· the funniest
There was much laughter at this, but the min- thing they had seen in a long time, and they took
ers all pressed forward, and soon the proprietor pai,ns to declare it to the scout. But Young Wild
had more business than he could attend to. But West thought the three men had been treated badthe scout saw to it that the three bad men and ly -enough, so he got theni to come up to the bar
Hop got theirs first, and then the clever Chinee after 'a while and looking · sharply at them he
began ta1king to Snapper Jake and the Goose said:
-.
Brothers, as they drew back to make room for
"If you three fellows are the worst men to be
others. ··
found in Shyster Flat, I reckon everything will
"You velly bad men?" he asked.
be all right here. Now, then, if you take my adSnapper Jake .smiled in a sickly sort of way.
vice you will stop trying . to make it appear that
"That's all right, heathen," he said. "You kin you are yery bad, and attend strjctly to business.
talk that way ter us now, but if we had been :right But speaking of bad men, or villains, if I might
:fresh an' no one hadn't interfered with us, I reek- say it, do any of you know a fellow called
on we would sorter have made it warm around Muffins?"
here for you."
.
It had just occurred to Wild then to make in"Me velly goodee Chinee. You no hurtee me," quiries about the man who had tried so hard to
declared Hop, and then he motioned them to fol- shoot. him the night before. But not one in the
low him to a ta.hie.
l)!ace .seemed to have ever heard of such a man.
They seemed to be quite willing to sit down Wild then asked them if they knew anything
with him, and when Hop brought forth some about a couple of road-ag·ents who had been doing
cigars frorh his pocket the three readily accepted business on the trail that ran into the mining
them, Hop lighted one· himself, and then they · camp. Again they declared in the negative.
followed his example and soon all fbur were
"Well," said he, "the real$con I am asking the
puffing away, while Hop talked about his wonder- question is that Josh Morgan was held up by a
ful uncle who lived in China somewhere. Mean- co_uple of masked men yesterday afternoon. His
while, Cheyenne Charlie had taken pains ·to spread wife shot the hat from one of their heads, and
it about among the miners that something funny then they made off. A little later, after we came
would likely happen very soon, and for them to along, one of them came mighty near shooting
keep a watch on the four at the table. The fact me. I caught sight of him in time to fire before
was that the cigars he had given the men were he could do it again, and he came down. Last
loaded with gunpowder. This was the practical night his p·ard crept around to our camp and
joke that Hop played the most. It was a very tried to get revenge by killing me. But he failed,
old one; to be sul'e, but it always worked well, and we lfOt him. We gave him a good scare, and
and he clung to it and whenever he got the oppor- he Pl'om1sed to do better; and as the trail of his
tunity he would spring the joke. Snapper Jake horse led this way, I thought pel'haps he belonged
was puffing away harder than the rest, it seemed, here."
and suddenly, without the least warning, his cigar
"Never heard of sich a feller," µeclared the
exploded, sending a shower of sparks in every proprietor.
direction.
"Well~ it's all right, anyhow. I'm satisfied that
"Whattee mattee 1" cried Hop, as he sprang to he means to lead a different life, and that's why
bis feet and . pointed to a window that was close I let him go."
·
to the table. "Somebody allee samee chuckee fireWild then talked a wliile with the miners on
cracker in. If me catchee me allee samee shootee various topics, and then ,turning to his partners
velly muchee quickee. Me no likee lat."
:be said:
,
It had happened so quickly that the Goose
"Well, I reckon I'll go back to the camp. I
Brothers never thought for an instant that it was have made up my mind to make an early start
a cigar that had exploded. They took it for in the morning and go and look for the lost progrant'ed that what Hop said was true. Leaving ,, spectors. • If you fellows feel like remaining here
Snapper Jake sitting on the floor, where he had a while you car. do so."
dropped in the excitement, they ran to the window
"Not for me," Jim declared, shaking his head.•
and peered outside. But it was,, very dark now, "I'd much rather be in the camp."
and they c·ould see nothing. Snapper Jake now
"Well, I'll go, too, then," Cheyenne Charlie said,
got up and wanted to know what had caused it after a moment's thought. "But I sorter feel like
all.
·
bavin' a little more fun."
"Some one chucked somethin' in the1· window
"All right, Charlie," Wild answered. "Hop will
CHAPTER VI.-In the "Wild Lands."
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stay here, p1:obablr, so maybe it would be a good
itl~a for you to stay, too, and keep a watch on
him so he don't get a chance to fleece any one
out of their money. The first thing you know
he'll be in a game of draw p•oker."
"Well, I'll see tl1at he don't do anything like
that, Wild. If he plays poker an' wins some money
l'l 1 make him give it back."
Then Wild a.nd Jim left the tavern and walked
back to th~ camp. They told the girls and tho
Morgans what had happened over at the tavern,
and there was a good laugh all around. It was
rather late when Cheyenne Charlie and Hop returned, and when they did it was noticed that
their faces wore smiles. The fact was they had
been having; ~ lively time of it, and Hop had
• amused the crowd by performing magic tricks
and showing them how to pla¥ draw poker. Wild
had told Morgan that he intended to start the
first thing in the morning and go and look for
' the men who were supposed to be lost, and the
emigrant was delighted, for he had so much confidence in the boy by this time that he felt sure
that he would be successful. Early the next
morning our friends were r eady to start. They
had stocked up with the extra provisions they
needed, and some of the miners had not yet finished breakfast when they rode out and took
the trail in the direction of what was called the
"Wild Lands" by the miners.
"Mr. Morgan," said Wild, as they were leaving,
''if I were you I would stake out a claim and
then put up a shanty as soon as possible. You intend to remain here a while, of course. You can't
get rich in a few days, you know. If we can find
John Ryerson and the two who went with him we
will bring- them back to you, all right. If we
don't find them probably we will not come back
here at all. We may as well do a little prospecting ourselves, since it seems that Ryerson has
been so successful on his former trips."
'· All right, Wild," Morgan answered. "I'm
goin' ter do jest as you say. I think there's lots
of good people here, an' I'll git what information
I !;in as soon as possible an' start right in."
Our hero had asked quite a few questions concerning· the country they were heading for, and
it was really surprising to him at the reports he
received. It must have been that it was a sort of
miniature desert almost in the heart of the Rockie~:, by the description of it. But that it would
be impossible to find one's way unless the sun
was shining struck him as being rather queer.
However, he learned that very few men in that
section possessed such a thing as- a compass. He
had been in various parts of the Rockies and he
had never yet struck a place that he felt actually
lost in. He was confident that he would not this
time. The ridge lay off to the south, and over
this the Wild Lands was supposed to be located.
It was a· little after noon when they began ascending the ridge, which was very steep in pl.aces.
They had rested at the foot of it, taking the time
to eat the noonday meal, and when they pushed
forward it was with a determination to get out
inside of an hour or two and then see what Jay
Qeyond.
But it wa$ a long, tedious climb, and it was
near the middle of the ·afternoon before they
found themselve going downward on the other
side. Then they saw that the description they
had received from different ones at Shyster Flat

was about correct. There 'was little in the way
of vegetation lying- before them as far as the
eye could reach, and there was a sameness about
the jagged peaks and irregular-shaped rocks that
reared themselves up on every hand. It seemed
as though it was what might be called a dry basin
with upheavals of rocks and earth scattered about
at: intervals. When they got to the foot of it
they found it very sap.dy, and this no doubt was
one reason why a man was apt to ge't' lost. The
least flurry of wind would cover up tracks, and a
trail would be wiped out.
·
"Now then, boys," said the young deadshot, as
he brought his horse to a halt and looked before
them, "I reckon if we can find a good landmark to
guide us we'll strike out right . across this spot.
I can see that it don't extend so very far to the
right, though undoubtedly the mountains are so
steep over there that it would be impossible to
get out of the valley. To the left it runs a long
distance. But straight across is the waste, I
think."
"Well, -Wild," the scout answered, shaking his
head, "I can't see a thing- ahead that we could pick
out for a landmark, blamed if I kin."
"I can't, either, Charlie," the boy admitted, after a moment's silence. "I reckon we'll have to
work by my compass."
Wild always carried a compass, except when
sometimes he was caught by his enemies and had
it stolen from him. But he happened to have one
now, so he promptly looked at it and then set a
course much the same as a mariner might do in
sailing a ship. They kept on until it was near
sunset, and then as they looked back they saw
that .a peculiar bluish h~e had formed behind
them, and that they could not see the ridge they
had crossed shortly ?ofter noon.
"Ah! I understand it now," Wild said, nocjding
his head. • "There's something about the soil here
that draws down the moisture from the mountain
streams and forms a mist. That explains it, I
think, and -the fact that tracks are so easily wiped
out by the wind might make it hard for any one
to find their way. But I reckon we'll make out all
right, so long- as this compass don't get broken.
If the three prospectors are around here anywhere they certainly must be in a starving conditio,n by this time. They've been gone a little
over a week, and only took enough grub with
them to last a couple of days. There's no water
here, too, so it's fortunate that we stocked up
with plently before setting out. But, of course,
we were told to do that."
There was no need of looking for any particular place to camp at, for everything seemed to be
about the same. They stopped right there and the
two Chinamen at once busied themselves in making preparations for the night. There was little
or nothing in the way of firewood to be found
but Hop and Wing had brought along a good sup~
ply, so in less than an hour after they came to a
halt supper had been cooked and eaten. In order
to save their fuel the fire was extinguished as
soon as the cooking- was done, and when it became dark they sat in the light of a lantern and
talked over the situation. All hands had become
convinced by this time that the three prospectors
really had been lost, and they were fi"guring- on
the best way to go at it in order to find them.
While they were talking it over hoof-beats sounded, and they all arose and waited to see who wtia
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coming. The next minute a horseman rode up
and called out:
"Hello, Young Wild West! It's me-Muffins."
"Oh, is that so?" the young deadshot answered.
"Well, come on. But what are you doing out
here?"
"Well, I made up my mind ter lead an honest
life, an' I struck out this way ter hunt up somethin' in ther way of gold. I've heard that quite
a few ha$ made good strikes in this part of ther
country, though a good many has left their bones
}1ere. I'm mighty glad I seen ther smoke from
your fire a little while ago, 'cause I've found I've
made a mistake in comin' out here with not much
in ther way of water an' grub. I got lost this
afternoon; an' I don't know which way I 've been
goin' ever sin'Ce. But when I seen ther smoke I
knowed somebody was here, an' I'm mighty glad
it's you. I've stuck ter what I said last night so
far, an' I mean ter keep that way as long as I
live."
Our friends were really glad to meet the man,
and he received a cordial welcome.

CHAPTER VIL-Arietta Finds the Lost Prospectors.
What Muffins had said in regard to his scanty.
supplies was true. He did not have more than
two quarts of water when he reached the camp
of our friend s, while what he possessed in the
way of provisions could not possibly have lasted
him more than a day longer. He had pick, shovel
and pans with him, which made our friends think
that he must have recently been a prospector. His
horse was one of the chunky bronchos, and seemed
to be in pretty good condition. He was given all
he wanted to eat, and then after lighting his pipe
lie talked away at a great ·rate, but evaded· every
que:=;tion regarding his past life.
"I ain't been sich a bad man, Young Wild
We;,t," he said, when Wild came out straight and
asked him about how many hold-ups he bad participated in. "Ther man you shot done ·a mighty
good turn :for me once, an', of course, I stuck to
him. Maybe he led me off, but whether he did or
not I ain't goin' ter blame him for it. No man
has got any excuse for doin' wrong jest 'cause
some one asks him ter do it. But what I told
yer last night I'm goin' ter stick to. I'll say that
ag'in."
"All right, Muffins," the young dead hot replied.
"I shan't question you any further. You came
here to prospect, and I hope you strike ,it rich.
We mean to do a little in that line ourselves. It's
seldom when we do, but I will say that we ~enerally are pretty lucky when we make up our
minds to look .for gold."
They were .all up shortly after daylight the fol ..
lowing morning, and then Wild decided that the
party must split in order to make a thorough
search for the lost prospectors. Muffins had been
told about them, and he seemed to be as eager to
find them as any one else.
"The best way we can do it," our hero said, as
he nodded to his hearers, "is for Charlie, Arietta
and myself to strike off to the left a little and
the rest of you go to the right. About the middle of the forenoon we'll turn sharp to the right
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and you can turn to the left. Then we ought to ·
meet around noontime."
"That's right, Wild," Jim Dart answered. "That
suits me perfectly. I have a compass as well as
you have, you know, so there's no danger of us
· getting lost."
That being settled, they started right in to eat
breakfast, Wild being satisfied to let the two
Chinamen accompany the others. Arietta had
insisted on going with him, so he was bound to
let her have her way about it. As the sun rose
ltlg·her the haze began settling, and it was not
long before they could not see any more than a
mile ahead of them, or in any dir.ection, in fact.
But Wild had set his course, so they continued
on. and about the middle of the forenoon Arietta
noticed a solitary vulture that was soaring above
a big group of rocks half a mile to the left.
"Wild," said she, "I never like to see a vulture
hanging around like that. I know as well as anything that it's in search of prey. Suppose we go
over there. It might be that the men we are
louking for are lying dead there."
"All right, little girl," the youn.ir deadshot answered, with a nod. "I was thinking of doing that,
anyhow. But I am very glad you suggested it.
Come on, Charlie. We'll ride over there and see
what the vulture is looking for."
They had not gone more than a couple of hundred yards when they came upon the bleached
bones of a horse. Then as they went on a human
skull came to their view, and near it the rest of
the bones that had once belonged to a man. It
seemed that the man and horse had been coming
that way, for as they went a, little further they
found a shovel and after that a pick, with some
other articles, that told how a prospector had met
. his death by starvation. The poor fellow had
dropped his ~longings as he staggered along,
and finally hacl fallen to the ground and expired.
This was the conclusion they came to. But the
vulture was still soaring, so there was something
else to. call their attention just then. As they
neared the spot Arietta unslung her rifle.
"I am going to ride around to the left a little,
Wild," she said, "and if I can get a good shot I
am going to drop that ugly bird."
· "All right," was the reply. "Go ahead."
She at once started away at a gallop and rapidly drew near the spot the · bird-of-prey was hov~
ering over. It seemed that it was wiliing to give
her a good chance, for just then it swooped down
within a few· feet of the ground and then went up
again, only to remain almost stationary in the
air for a moment. The girl's rifle cracked then,
and down came the vulture in a heap. She waved
her rifle in triumph, and rode on, and the next
moment she came upon a startling scene. Lying
upon the ground in an apparently helpless condition were three men, while near them were the
bones of a horse and several bags.
"The lost prospectors!" the girl exclaimed
starting violently. "I wonder if they're alive 7:I
She waved her hand excitedly to Wild and
Charlie, and then dashed up to the spot and
brought her horse to a halt. Then she saw th.at
the men were alive, for they made desperate efforts to get up, but failed in doing it.
"Hurry, Wild!" cried Arietta, as she sprang
from her horse and rushed to the spot where the
three men lay. "The poor fellows are here. and
they are still alive. We must save them."
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At a swift gallop Young- Wild West and Cheyenne Charlie rode up to the scene. Arietta had
loosened the canteen of water from the back of
her saddle and was now bending over one of the
men when Wild dismounted. The young· dearlshot took in the situation at a glance, and he soon
had wate:,; for one of the others, while Cheyenne
Charlie, the moment he arrived, paid attention to
the third man. The face:;; of the three were
emaciated, which told of much suffering, though
it seemed strange that they could have fallen into
such a condition in the few days that had passed
since their provisions gave out. They drank the
water eagerly, but our friends knew better than
to give them all they wanted just then. However, they were revived so much that one of them
was able to sit up and talk in a husky voice. He
told them that his name was Henderson, and that
he had come from Shyster Flat. Then he begged
for more water. A little was given him, and he
went on to say that his companions were named
Moran and Ryerson.
.
"They're the ones we're searching- for, Wild!"
Arietta exclaimed, her eyes lighting up. "Do you
think we can save them?"
"Well, Et," was the reply, with a smile, "I
think they are already saved . It seems that they
must have lost their horses in some way and that
they have been footing- it and that is what has
caused them to give out all the sooner. But we'll
wait a little while and then we'll find out all about
it. Take it easy, boys."
The· last was said to the three men, who were
all trying to talk now and begging for more
water and something to eat. In a few minutes
Cheyenne Gharlie opened_ a bag- that contained
some bread and meat. Then the poor fellows actually fought to see who would get the first
piece. But Wild cautioned them and had to speak
sternly in order to do it, that they must do as
they were told. Then they were given a small
portion apiece, and when they had greedily swallowed it more water was given them. The result
was that in half an hour they had gained.rapidly
in strength and were able to go ahead and talk
with ease. Ryerson seemed to be the weakest one
of the lot, but when Wild told him that his friends
had come all the way from Nebraska to join him
at Shyster Flat, he brightened up wonderfully.
"So he's got here, eh?" he exclaimed. "\.Veli,
that's good news. But I reckon if you folks hadn't come along jest as you did I'd never seen Josh
Morgan ag'in. It's a long- time since I've seen
him, anyhow."
·
"Well, you'll see him now, all right, so just take
it easy. Here's a little more bread and meat for
you. Now, don't swallow it without chewing it
well. I am talking to you for your own good,
you know."
"All right, I'll do jest as you say, young feller."
When they had been given a little more to eat,
Wild called the strong-est one aside. His name
was Henderson, and the story he told was to the
effect that they had stopped on the afternoon of
the thrid day after they lef t the mining· camp to
dig among some rocks, and left their horses, with
all their food and water attached to them, standing. While they were at work a heavy wind came
- up suddenly and caused a veritable sand-storm,
and the horses became frightened and ran away.
They had been :Woking for their steeds ever since,
and hoping ,if ti .ey ~ailed to find them to get off

the desert. But all they had discovered was a
water-keg that was full, which had dropped, providentially, from one of the horses as it sped away.
This water-keg, with rations for two days for one
man, had been their only means of sustenance
during their long stay and fruitless search on the
desert. It happened that Mo~n had kept his
small supply of food strapped upon his back, so
really the three men had been livi,p.g for over a
week on food enough for one for two days. The
two gallons of water had given out on the morning of the fifth day, and since that time they had
been suffering great torture.
"Well, it's been pretty tough on you, I reckon,"
the scout observed, after he had heard all about
it. "But I reckon it'll be all right now. We'll
manage ter git you back to Shyster Flat all right.
We know ther way."
.
"If yer do you're a good one," declared Henderson, shaking his head. "I wouldn't know which.
direction ·t er take to git there ter save my neck.
I"ve got all muddled up. I thought I knowed, but
as soon as we was without our horses I knowed
we was lost. Most likely we've been goin' round
an' round, an' maybe we've been putty nigh to
ther end of ther stretch more than once,''
"You certainly must have been, because it ain't
sich an awful big- place," and the scout made a
motion with his hand as though to take in the
scope.
Charlie had not brought very much in the way
of food with him, and it was soon all eaten up
by the three i;tarving men.
"You kin have your dinner, I reckon,'' he said,
when they asked for more and he showed them
that he had none, "an' then you'll feel better. I
reckon I'd b_ette~ go an' meet Jim, Wild,'' and he
turned to the young deadshot. "These fellers
can't be took away from here very handy."
"Well, I don't know about that, Charlie," was
the reply. "They don't weigh as much as they did
when they started out, that's certain, so I , think
we can each take one of them and make out all
right."
"But how about them things there?" and the
scout pointed to the bags that had lain close to
the feet of the starving prospectors.
"We can't very well cart them away, too," Henderson declared, smiling feebly. "They're full of
gold. I forgot ter tell yer how we made a big
strike ther third day after we lost our horses. We
found that gold-dust as it is, an' right whe.re it
fa, too. You kin see ther bones layin' around
here, which tells plainly that it belonged ter some
one else. But we concluded it was ours, though
when we found that we was due ter starve to
death we lost all interest in ther gold. Ther
strang~st part of ther thing is that we left it
right here an' struck out in ther hopes of gittin'
out of here an' findin' our horses. Then, ther
day afore yisterday, we come right back here an'
find it jest ther same. We ain't been away from
-here since then, an' we had made up our minds
ter die right here with ther gold, which wasn't
worth a speck of dirt ter us, layin' at our feet."
"Well, never mind about the gold. · If you were
willing to g:o away and leave it here I reckon we
can do the same," our hero said, with a smile.
"You come on. If you feel strong you can get on
our horses with us and we'll go on and meet our
friends. Then we'll all come back here and pitch
our camp. There must be more gold around here.
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for I have an idea that probably those who found
this must have struck it right here somewhere."
Of course, the three prospectors were willing to
do anything, so they quickly accepted the invitation and soon they were riding along with Wild,
Charlie and Arietta. Wild rook care to locate his
course, and then struck out sharply to the right.
It was just a little before noon when they came
in sight of Jim and the others. Cheyenne Charlie
gave vent to a genuine cowboy yell, and the
prospectors feebly tried to join in with him. When
the two parties met there was a great rejoicing,
for even though it was rather unexpected, they
all had felt that they would find the lost men.
"Well," said our hero, as the three were being
taken care. of by Wing, the cook, "it was Arietta
who was the means of finding them, no doubt.
She got it in her head that she wanted to have
a shot at the vulture, which was soaring above
them waiting for them to die, so it could come
down and feast on what little flesh there remained
on their bodies. Of course, we might have found
them, anyhow, for we would have kept on in _that
direction, but Arietta deserves the credit, and she
is 2:oing to have it."
"I shot the vulture, too, didn't I, Wild?" his
'-Sweetheart spoke up, rather proudly.
"Yes, you brought him down nicely, Et. It
isn't every one who can shoot a vulture with a
·
rifle, either."
Our hero thought it advisable to stop right
there and give the prospectors a chance to r.ecuperate a little, so they were given a very hearty
meal now and allowed considerable water to
drink. Then it must have been ·about two in the
afternoon when Wild gave orders to set out for
the spot where the bags of gold were awaiting
them.
CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Amuses the Prospectors.
There had not been enough breeze blowing to
disturb the tracks of the horses, so Young Wild
West and his friends found it very easy to follow
the trail back to- the spot where the lost prospectors had been found. When they finally arrived
there it was well toward the end of the afternoon,
so the work of putting the camp in shape was beJ!Un before they undertook to look around very
much. It might seem strange to the reader that
Young Wild West would leave bags of gold after
finding them, but when it is taken into consideration that he was absolutely certain that no one
would get there to take them, and that he was so
used to striking riches in all sorts of shapes, it
can be readily understood. The gold was there
when they got back, just as it had been left, and
even then no one save the prospectors and Muffins
got the least excited over it. The latter opened
wide his eyes when he saw the bags, and he
looked at them in an awesome way. Ryerson and
his two friends said they had opened the bags
and handled them over several times, and that the
nuggets were of great value.
"Well, boys," said Wild, cheerfully, as he came
over to the four who had taken seats near the
bags, "I reckori there's something pleasing for
you all here. "
"There's somethin ' mighty pleasin' about it,
Young Wild West," Muffins spoke up,,quickly. "I
know well enough that not a speck of what's in
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them bags belongs ter me, but jest ther same I
can't help feelin' fine when I look at 'em."
"Gold is mighty nice stuff," added Ryerson,
shaking liis head, "but I've seen ther time when
it didn't amount ter nothin'. A drop of water
was worth more ter me then than one of them
nuggets what's in ther bags."
"Well, that time is past and gone," the young
deadshot declared, with a shake of his head. "You
are going to take the 11:old back to Shyster Flat,
and then you are going to give your old friend,
Josh Morgan, a lift and set him on the right
track. He has come all the way from Nebraska
and has brought his wife and daughter with him.
He ought to succeed if any one should I think."
"I'm goin' ter treat him jest ther same as if
he was a brother, Yoµng Wild West," Ryerson
declared. "But say," he added, "when are yer
goin' ter prospect a little around here? We
never done any of it, 'cause we was starvin' when
we found ther place. . But I'm like you, I think
ther poor fellers what 11:ot this stuff out an' put
it in bags found it right close by somewhere.
"We'll do a little prospecting in the morning.
I reckon it's a little too late for anything of the
kind now. We can get back to the mining camp
in a day and a half, so if we put in to-morrow
morning we ought to find the lode this stuff come
from, if it's anywhere close by. It's got to be
a big pan-out or I don't bother with it. What I
am looking for just now is a heap of gold, and
in a place where good pay-dirt can be turned out.
A hundred doirars a day won't be anythin11: to me.
I have passed through that phase of mining life,
and my only interest now is in very big strikes,
as I just said."
A wonderful change had come over the three
prospectors since Arietta had first discovered
them. They did not seem to be the same men,
although their faces were still haggard and their
eyes shone with a peculiar luster. There was an
air a~out them that told horn fast they were recovering from the effects of their long siege of
it without food and water, and in a couple of days
there was no doubt but that they would be almost
themselves again. Having erected the two tents
Hop and Wing came over to where the young
deadshot was standing and wanted to know what
they should do next.
"You wantee plospect, Misler Wild?" Hop asked, with a grin.
"Not just now," was the reply. "Don't you see
that the sun is all but down? We'll wait until
to-morrow morning."
"Allee light. Me waitee, len. Me velly smartee
Chinee, and me wantee findee bigee heapee gold."
"Well, if you should find a big heap of gold it
won't be the first one, Hop."
"Me knowee lat. Me velly smartee Chinee.
Some day · me be velly lich, so be. Len me go
back to China and kickee um Empelor off um
thlone."
Muffin s and t he prospectors laughed at this, for
none of them were aware that Young Wild West
and his fri ends had a comical Chinaman with
them. They had taken it for granted that Hop
and \Ving were just ordinary Celestials, and that
there was no fun in them at all. But they began to open their eyes now, and when they found
Hop looking at them and smiling blandly, they
.
wondered what he really amounted to.
"Velly nice day, so be," he said, as he stepped
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over and nodoed to Ryerson. ''YOU havee velly
badee timee on um desert, so be."
"I reckon we did, heathen," was the reply.
"Was yer ever very long without a drink of
water an' nothing' ter eat?"
·
"Me go velly longee timee w1th no tanglefoot,
so be. Lat vel!y bad, too."
This caused a laugh, and it probably did more
good to the prospectors than a long, serious talk.
"Tanglefoo t, eh?" Henderson spoke up. "Well,
we had some with us, but it disappeared when
our horses went away. None of us has had a
smell of anything like that since."
.
"Maybe you likee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot," the Chinaman suggested, as he sat down
before them.
"Well, we sartinly would. But since no one
has said anything about it, it ain't very likely
that there's any here."
"Young Wild West no likee tanglefqot. He
velly muchee tempelance ."
"Yes, I reckoned that much."
"Me likee tanglefoot, so be, and me makee some
so be."
Then Hop produced an empty pint fl.ask from
somewhere under his coat and insisted that they
all examine it. The four did so, each taking a
smell, as if it would do them good to even get
a whiff of whisky. When they finally passed it
back to him Hop looked at it and then turned
his eyes thoughtfull y toward the sky. He gave
a sudden nod, and went over to a jug of water
that was on the ground near where his brother
was preparing the supper. Picking it up, he carried it back to the spot where the four were in
waiting.
"Now, len," he said, "evelybody watchee. Me
r,our some water in um bottle, and len me makee
um water turnee to velly goodee tanglefoot. Me
velly smartee Chinee."
He poured the bottle quite full, and then again
passed it around so they might assure themselves
that it was really water. He insisted that they
all take a drink, too, which they did.
"That's about ther best thing on earth, anyhow,"
declared Ryerson, a s he handed the flask back.
"Water was ther one great thing that we needed,
an' when ther gal showed up I knowed it was
romin', an' it did come."
"No wantee watee now, so be," Hop declared,
smilingly. "You wantee lillee dlop of tanglefoot."
.He then thrust a cork into the flask and pressed
it securely there, so there would be no chance
of the contents leaking from it.
·
"Evelybody watchee," he said, blandly, and then
within a few feet of where the four men were
sitting in a semi-circle he dug a hole in the sand
and placed the bottle in it. He again told them
to watch him, and then covered it over with the
sand, not going to the trouble of using his silk
handkerchi ef to assist him in the deception he
was pra~icing. But it was easy for Hop, just
the same, and when he had packed the sand over
the buried flask he made a few mysterious passes
over the spot and then, rising to his feet, said:
"In two, thlee minutes um watee allee samee
turnee to tanglefoot. My velly smartee Chinee."
Hop waited for .a couple of minutes and then
he nodded to Muffin's and said:
"You diggee uppee um bottle, so be."
"AU right, Mr. Heathen," and the man prompt-

ly knelt and began digging O\lt the sand with his
fingers.
He was not long in finding the flask, for it
could not have been more than three or four inches
deep, and when he brought it to view it looked
exactly a s it had before the Chinaman had buried
it. It never once occurred to him that it might
be another flask, and that the one containing the
water had been changed for it.
"There she isl" he said, as he held it up.
"Allee light. You let somebody takee um cork
outtee."
i'l'll take it out," Ryerson said, reaching for it,
so Muffins gave it to him.
The prospector was not long in prying_the cork
from the flask. Then he looked at Hop with a
smile and asked him what he should do next.
"Takee lillee dlink, so be," was the reply.
He placed it to his lips and took a couple of
swallows, and then the expression of his face
chaJJged quickly, while he gave a gasp.
"Great bears!" he cried, excitedly. "It's whisky!"
"Lat allee light," Hop answered, smilingly. "Me
tellee you me make um watee turnee to tanglefoot. Let somebody else havee lillee dlink."
Ryerson was very much mystified, but he handed the bottle to Moran who, after smelling it
cautiously, took a couple of swallows.
"Yes, it's mighty good stuff, too," was the verdict, and then it was passed to Henderson.
"I don't exactly understand this game I'm up
ag'in," the latter said, "but I think a couple of
swallows of liquor will do me good, anyhow. Here
goes!"
·
It was a pretty good pull he took, and the way
he smacked his lips told that he liked it very
much. Muffins had his turn next, and he even
tcok more than Henderson had. Hop looked very
much pleased as the pint flask was restored to
him again. He found that it was still about half
full, and .,o he iJ)sisted on passing it around
ag·a in. When it finally came back to him the second time there was very little left, so he placed
it to his own lipi, and drained it.
"Now, len." he said, cheerfully, "me havee
makee lillee more tanglefoot, maybe. .Me no
takee watee !is timee. Me no wantee wastee um
watee."
"You kin make it without water, too, eh? Well,
that's more wonderful than ever!" Ryerson exclaimed.
Again the Chinaman a ppeared to bury the
whisky flask. There wa!< a twinkle in his eyes
when he had finished , a ri d he again nodded to
Muffins and a sked him to dig out the flask. Thinking he was going to have the same experience as
before, the man did so. B L1t when he had thrust
his fingers down into the r.and a few inches a
startled expression came over his face, and suddenly he pulled out what seemed to be a wriggling rattlesnake .
"Wow!" he yelled, as he dropped it upon the
ground and jumped back. ''I wonde1· if it bit
me?"
Hop quickly darted forward and seized the
snake, catching it behind the head.
"Me makee lillee mistakee, so be," he declared.
"Me· no makee tanglefoot, but makee um lattlesnake. Lat velly stlange."
Of course, it was simply a rubber imitation of
a rattler which had long been in Hop's possession.
But he made it wriggle so that his audience
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thought surely it was alive. The prospectors were
dismayed, and they no•longer looked upon the
Chinaman as being comical, but regarded him in
the light of a master of witchcraft.
"You no likee snakee, so be?" Hop said, as he
thrust it toward Muffins.
"Not much," was the quick reply. "I never did
-have no use for a rattler, though I can't say as
I'm afraid of 'em, if I kin spot 'em when they
give their warnin'. I've shot quite a few in my
time."
"You no shootee lis one, so be," and the Chinaman patted the snake on the head. "Me eatee
velly muchee quickee. Me likee lattlesnake."
Then he appeared to thrust the wriggling rattler into his mouth. Slowly he pushed it down ·
and finally as the tail containing the bunch of
rattles disappeared he gave a mighty swallow
and. began stroking his stomach affectionately.
This, of course, seemed wonderful to his four
spectators, and it was not until Jim Dart came
over a minute or two later and explained that
Hop was merely a clever magician that they
thoroughly understood it. But it did a lot of
good to the three men whose lives had been saved,
while to Muffins it certainly did no harm.

CHAPTER IX.-Young Wild West's Biggest PanOut.
A good sleep that night did the three prospectors a lot of good, and when they heard others
stirring about the camp they arose, feeling greatly refreshed and very hungry, a s might be supposed. Young Wild West and his partners had
risen at daylight, for none of them fancied the
idea ·of remaining in that part of the country
very long. There was absolutely no water to be
had anywhere, as far a s they knew, and their
supply would not last more than three days longer
at the most. This meant that, allowing- a day
and a half before they could find water, they
should not remain there longer than a day and
a half.
"Well, boys," said the young deadshot, a s he
turned to his two ,:>artners, after the Chinaman
liad been aroused, "I reckon we may as well start
in and do a little prospecting right around this
spot."
"Right yer are, Wild," the scout answered,
while Jim gave a nod of approval, and then the
latter two at once got a pick and shovel and declared themselves in readiness.
Wild picked up a pan such as miners use to
wash out the dirt they delv~ with, and then the
three started off to the left. It was not broad
daylight yet, but they could see objects quite
distinctly, and it struck them all that a big clump
of rocks something like two hundfed feet away
might be a good place, so they headed for it.
"There has been some one workin' here afore,
I reckon," the scout said, as he turned to go
around the rocks.
He shrugged his shoulders as he spoke and
pointed to a rusty shovel that lay upon the
ground.
,
"That's right, Charlie," our hero answered, with
a nod. "But look a little further and you will be
quite sure of it."
Protrudin1: from the sand was the skeleton of
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a man. It only showed in places, but quite enough
to let them all know what it was.
"That fellow may have been using the shovel,"
Jim Dart said, shaking his head. "Well, it's too
bad, but many a man goes to his death because
he's so anxious to get hold of gold."
"Yes, and •it always will be that way until
there's such a supply of it that it becomes too
cheap to risk a life for," Wild am,wered.
"I reckon gold will nev~r become any cheaper,
Wild," the scout declared, shaking his head.
"It's a mighty scarce article, they say, though I've
seen quite a good lot of it in my time, an' I'm
mighty glad ter say I've got a little of it accumulated-laid up for a rainy day, as ver call it."
"We!I,. all three of us are pretty well fixed in
that way, so we can't make any complaints," Jim
observed.
They paused long enough to throw some sand
over the skeleton, llO it was entirely concealed
from view, and then Wild turned in among the
rocks and began looking closer at the ground,
kicking lumps here and there with his toe as he
wa1ked slowly along. As it grew a little lighter
the girls were seen approaching the spot. The
three paused and waited long enough for them
to come up, and then all hands began making a
search. It was not long before Wild and Arietta
had gone to the further end of the grotto, as we
may call it, and as they were about to stop to
have a view of their surroundings the young
deadshot's foot sank into the ground a few
inches.
"Hello, Et!" he exclaimed. "There's a soft
spot here, I reckon. I wonder what it means."
"Get a shovel, Wild, and we'll soon find out,"
was the reply.
Then she turned and <!alled to Jim, who was
carrying a shovel, and he promptly ran to them.
Meanwhile, the young deadshot was pressing upon
the spot he had stepped upon and found that it
yielded in a springy way. He took the shovel
from Dart, who looked on interestedly, and in
less than a minute he had dug down and exposed to view the bones of a horse. It was the
back-bone the boy had stepped upon, and it had
yielded sufficiently to make a depression. Wild
dug down, slanting, until he was under the horse,
and then telling his companions to get out of the
way, he gave a pry and loosened some of the
dirt, the skeleton falling apart as he did so. Then
he thrust in the shovel again and it struck something that was quite cold. The boy knew right
away that it was not a rock, so he promptly
scraped aside the dirt and then knelt down and
had a look.
·
"Great Scott!" he exclaimed, showing more surprise than he was in the habit of doing when
something out of the ordinary happened. "I
reckon this is a gold mine, after all. Just look
here."
Charlie, Jim and Arietta auickly knelt over
the spot, and they saw shining metal tR-ere. It
was a vein of gold. Jim got the pick at work,
and Charlie ran for the camp to get another
shovel. He found the prospectors and Muffins
waiting there for the breakfast, which was being
prepared by Wing. Hop knew that sqmething
was up when he saw the expression on the scout'~
face.
"Whatee mattee, Mis ler Charlie? You a!le,
samee findee somethling, so be?"
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YOUNG WILD WEST'S BIGGEST PANOUT

"I reckon we have found somethin', Hop," was
"Hooray for YounJ? Wild West's biggest panthe reply. "Jest git some bags a'n' come over out!" shouted Cheyenne Charlie, swinging his hat.
here. We're goin' ter dig out a few chunks of
The cheers were given with a will, and then
gold. It's layin' over there in veins, an' if I Ryerson held up his hand for silence.
know anything-, it's so near bein' ther pure arti"I'm ,g-oin' ter propose three cheers now," he
cle that there won't have to be an awful lot of said, "an' I'm goin' ter use ther young lady's first
refinin' done."
name. Now, then, three cheers for Arietta, ther
Hop ·quickly g-athered a few stout canvas bags, gal what found ther lost prospectors."
which our friepds always carried with them, and
They all joined in giving the cheers, even to
followed. Then Muffins and the prospectors went the g-irls, and there was much jollity over it, since
along also, for as hungry as they were they for- everythinl!.' had turned out all right.
got all about it just .then. Meanwhile, Wild and
"Gentlemen," said Wild, after they had eaten
Jim were working away. · They had uncovered supper, as he looked at the prospectors, "I conquite a space, for the g-old was not mo1·e than ten sider that the bags of gold we found with you are
inches below the surface. They found it was yours. What we found · to-clay belongs to us,
merely a streak that ran something in the shape meaning myself and my partners and the girls.
of a rib, and only extended about a foot down- But Muffins is left out in the cold, it seems, so
ward. There was no other way to do than to I will see to it that he has a share with us. Now,
g-et it out in chunks, so the pick was used with then, I think that will be satisfactory to every
telling effect, and chunk after chunk was _lifted one."
out. Muffins and the prospectors looked on
The four men were delighted, for they al!
amazed.
thought that Young Wild West would lay claim
"Well," said our hero, -wiping the perspiration to the bags of gold. But that was not his way
from his brow and looking toward the camp, "I of doing business. Probably if it had not been
reckon our breakfast is ready. There is no use that he was well supplied in the way of money
in getting excited over this thing-, nor do we need he might have been slig-htly different. But he beto work very hard. We'll go and have something lieved in dividing with all those who were entitle.I
to eat, and then we'll go back and finish up the to it. The next morninJ? they set out to get back
to the mining camp. Wild knew he could make no
job."
It was with some reluctance that Muffins left mistake, so he set the course with his compass,
the spot, but when he saw the rest going he fol- and when night .came they had covered ov.er twolowed, as a matter of course. They all had their thirds the distance.
breakfast, and then Muffins turned to our hero
It was a little after noon the following day
when they came to the mining camp, well satisand said:
fied,
for not only had Young Wild West made his
"I'd like ter l!.'it a job helpin' yer to work the1·
mine, Young Wild West.
biggest pan-out, but the lives of three prospectors
·
"Well, you can help us," was the reply. "I h~d been saved. Of course, Josh Morgan and his
don't mean to work it any longer than to-day, wife and daughter were delighted when they met
their friend. When the min~rs about the camp
though."
"Why, how is that? Ain't yer goin' ter stake heard about the big strike our friends had made
many of them began laying plans to make a trip
out a claim here?"
"No, for I hardly think it would pay. I've struck to the desert. Wild advised them to be very caresuch veins befor-e, and generally they are soon ful and be sure and take a compass with them
exhausted. The chances are that this little streak for he declared it· was the most puzzling spot h~
we have found only runs a very short distance, had ever found in the Rocky Mountains.
and we ought to l!.'et it all out by to-night."
"Of course, down in Arizona," he added, "you
They all worked away quite steadily until noon, will find deserts in plenty, and a person is very
and then our hero was satisfied that there was no apt t? l!,'et lost th~re. .-But I never had any idea
more gold there. They had taken out something that 1t was anything hke that up this way. The
like eight or ten thousand dollars' worth, as far peculiar mist that settles ·is responsible for it,
as they were able to estimate. But the prospect- though, as Happy told us before we started,
ors, who were now feeling quite strong, began everything looks alike over that way."
.
digging around in other spots, and they kept at
Our hero and his companions remained at
it all the afternoon. What our hero and his part- Shyster Flat for a couple of days, and then after
ners had taken out was stowed in the bags, and having disposed of the gold they had foUIJ.d they
they wondered how they were going to manage · set out in search of fresh adventures, leaving the
to carry it away, for it was rather weighty. Three Morgans in the expectation that they would soon
·
·
of them would have to ride double, anyway, since get rich in their new home.
the prospectors were -without horses. But they
decided that by going- along slowly and resting
Next week's issue will 1:ontain "YOUNG WILD
the hol"Ses now and then, they might be able to WEST SAVING A HUNDRED THOUSAND; or,
do it. The prospectors did not quit looking- about THE SHOT 'tHAT STOPPED THE TRAIN."
until da.,kness came upon them, and then, rather
discouraged, they returned to the camp .
"Well," said Wild, with a smile, "you didn't
The parrot had been naughty and hurt the
have much luck, I reckon."
"Couldn't find a piece as big as a pea," Ryer- baby. This made the mistress so angry that she
threw the bird under the bed, where it remained
son declared.
"Well,· that's all right. I was the one to be in disgrace. When the husband came home he
lucky to-day. I am J?Oing to call this my biggest inquired for the bird, and was tqld that it was
pan out, for I ·don't know as I ever took out as under the bed. As he crawled in after it the
bird inquired: "Halloa, what have you done1"
much gold · in so short a time before."
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CURRENT NEWS
HUNTING THE HOATZIN
William Beebe, the zoologist, is directing an exition to British Guiana which hopes to bring
ack, among other specimens, a living hoatzin.
his is a strange bird whose young have claws
on their wings, with which they climb through
he foliage of mangrove trees in which tMy live.
ttempts have been made before to bring these
irds to this country, but their diet apparently
· s limited to one kind of tropical plant, without ·
·hich they die.
MERICANS TEACH CHINESE TO CHEW
Napoleon used to look regretfully at China's
an power and wish there were some way of util"zing it to his profit. Mr. Wrigley, American
hewing gum manufacture, has also considered
the millions in China, and found a way of emloying them to his advantage. If China's 400,000,000 could only be induced to chew gum!
ought Mr. Wrigley, who is known to be enterrising. Missionaries were despatched to China
gum missionaries, who demonstrated the pleasres of chewing Mr. Wrigley's gum t o the curious
hinese. The latter learned rapidly, thanks to

the carefully prepared educational campaigning
which is now a recognized part of· American advertising the world over. Many millions of
Chinese are now chewing gum, to Mr. Wrigley's
profit. It is said that their technique rival s that
even of t_he originators of gum chewing,
MENDICANT BANKS $4,100
Another mendicant with a healthy bank reserve appeared before Magistrate Joseph E. Corrigan in West Side court. He is David Coh·en,
seventy-two years old, of 69 East 125th street,
and his bank book shows that since February of
this year he has saved from what he begged from
hard-hearted New Yorkers more than $4,100.
In his pockets when he was arrested in the
Times Square subway station were coins totaling $95.
His case could not be tried because the old man
can speak only the Hebrew of the Near East.
Yiddish is as Greek to him. It was his second
appearance in court in three weeks. On his first
vis'it he. received a suspended sentence because
no one to interpret his Hewbrew could be found.

BOYS, -R.EAD -THIS
DO YOU KNOW THERE'S A DANDY DETECTIVE-STORY PUBLICATION ON THE NEWSSTANDS EVERY
TWO WEEKS, ENTITLED

"MYSTERY MAGAZINE?"
It contains · 64 pages of good solid r ea ding matter - the kind of stories that
grip you like a vise and hold your eyes on the type from the beginning to
the end of each yarn. No. 158 is out! Why don't you geLa copy and read

"THE MYSTERY AT ROARING WATERS"
By HARRY ADLER
It's · a corker! Then a new two-part serial by JOE BURKE begins, called

"BEATING THE BURGLAR . ALARM"
The short stories are "THE RENT IN THE WARP," "THE UNWELCOME LESSON," "THE GIRL IN THE CASE," "THE INEVITABLE,"
"THE BREATH OF SUSPICION," "THE MUTILATED CLUE."
LOUISE RICE, the famous reader of handwriting, has a department· in
which she will tell you, from studying your writing, all you wish to know
about yourself, and she doesn't charge a - cent.
Besides all this, there's no end of interesting short articles, such as "Dapper Don Facing Prison," "An Automatic Burglar Gun," "Pink Candle Thieves,"
"Won from an Old Prison Pal" and "A French Crime Museum."

Buy a Copy and Read It - You Will Be Pleased!
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OUT FOR A JOB
-

Or, -

The Adventures of an Office Boy
By DICK ELLISON
(A Serial Story)
CHAPTER XVII.-( Continued).
"You were picked up at sea in an open boat
when an infant?"
"That is true. I cannot imagine how you found
•
it out."
"Do you remember General Ysnaga, who visited
Mr. Van Vorst on the island of Curacoa a few
years ago?"
"Certainly. He was a Venezuelan exile then."
"The same. He- is my uncle by marriage. He
married by mother's sister, now dead. Mr. Van
Vorst told him your story. The Van Vorsts were
passengers on the steamer Princess, whose captain picked you up. They adopted you.''
"It is so, sir. What then?"
"The only thing by which you could have been
identified was the half of a gold coin which hung
about your neck.''
Gu s gave a slight start when this came out.
There was reason. He was all interest now, but
ht> controlled him and quietly translated the
question.
"That is so," replied Isabel, looking much per-.
plexed.
"Have you the coin with you?"
"I have. I have always worn it.''
"May I see it, please?"
Isabel pulled at a little gold chain, which Gus
had observed encir cled her neck when they first
met, and pr oduced the 1·elic.
It was the half of a thin Spanish gold coin
about the size of a double eagle.
Horton examined it attentively for an instant.
"That fill s the bill," he then said, adding: "Miss
Isabel, I have to inform you that I am a lawyer.
You are heir to an estate of more than a million
in the city of Caracas, Venezula. Your true
name and the details of this business I do not
propose to tell you now. What I wish to say is
this: To-night a steamer will put in here bound
for Venezula. I shall be on board, a s will General Y snaga and his wife. If you will consent to
become my wife and go with us to Vene~ula you
will be put in position to enjoy this great property: I swear to make you a good husband and
to treat you with every respect."
He paused and waited for Gus to translate.
But Gus had more to say than Horton had said.
"Isabel, I have the other half of that coin.
I was found on the beach at Porto Rico. It was
around my neck at the time. Don't you consent,"
he said.
!!Ask him what he proposes to do if I refuse,"
said Isabel, striving to be calm; but her eyes were
fixed on Gus now, who had all he could do to conceal his excitement.
"Tell her that if she refuses the proofs of her

claim to the estate will be destroyed," said Ho:rton. "As to what disposition will be made of herself .I decline to say."
"He means they will kill you," Gus added to
this. "Oh, I sabel," he . continued hastily, everybody sees the resemblance between us. I see it "°"
myself. Can we 'be brother and sister?"
"I believe it!" was the an swer. "Gus, help me!
I don't know what to do."
"I'll help you, all right," replied Gus. "We
need time. Better pretend to consent.''
"See here!" flashed Horton. "What are you
pu,~ting in your oar for? What does she say?"
She says that she con sen ts; that she is overpowered by all this and wants to be alone."
Horton sprang up, seized the girl's hand and
.kissed it.
"She will never regret it. Tell her that," he
cried.
"Better get away now," Gus added to this. "If
you can get out of this house do so and run 'for
your life. I'll follow you,"
But there was no such chance.
Isabel swept from the room, but it was only
to run into Big Burke in the hall, who turnec
her over to Mrs. Bullen.
To express the depth of Gu s's excitement would
be difficult.
The half of the gold com was in the grip which
he had left at Mrs. Stanley's.
It was hi s choicest treasure and was kept in a
pocketbool_<: along with . the paper bearing his
name, which Mr. Castle had found pinned to his
baby blanket when he discovered him on the
beach.
Gus lef~ the room instantly and passed outside.
Jack Liverpool no longer counted. His only
thought now was to rescue Isabel from the
_
clutches of these crooks.
"They know something about her," he told himself. "I don't more than half believe the yarn
that fellow put out. If I only could get next to
their real plans."
He saw Big Burke enter the parlor as he stood
at.,ttie foot of the steps pondering.
I d make a break and try to get help if it -t
wasn't for Jack," he thought. "I don't want to
see the poor fellow arrested. What shall I do?''
Suddenly he remembered that there was a window opening from the parlor at the side which
stood higher than his head, and he stole around
the house, placing himself beneath it.
Burke was talking. He could hear him distinctly.
· "You are certainly in luck," he was saying. "I
had no idea that the girl would consent."
"I had after she had seen me," was the reply.
"Do you think she is in earnest?"
"Sure. There's nothing the matter with me, is
there?"
"Decidedly not, Mr. Horton, but you must ad•
mit that the proposition was rather abrupt. But
about that boy. You are right. There is a wonderful resemblance between them. If what yo~1 ·l"'
told General Y snaga of his history is true, I have
no doubt that he really is her brother, who was
supposed to have been lost when the Maracaibo
went down. His name fills the bill, too, if your
friend Liverpool has given it straight.
(To be continued.,
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GOOD READING
•
PLAGUE OF PRAIRIE DOGS IN KANSAS
There is a total of 800 acres of land in Reno
County infested with prairie dogs, according to
County Agent V. S. Crippen, who has just completed a compaign to exter!fiinate them. T~e
prairie dogs have gotten their strongest hold m
this county in Clay township, where 290 acres
of land has been infested with the rodents.
REINDEER MEAT FOR DINNER TABLES
Reindeer meat is becoming an increasingly frequent item on the bill-of-fare in the larger cities
of the United States. Last autum_n marked t~e
first appearance of reindeer meat m the Am1;r1can markets. At the close of the transportation
season on the Bering Sea coast in October, over
1 400 reindeer carcasses were shipped from Alask~ to the United States. The carcasses were
shipped whole, with the hides on, and frozen
solid. To preserve the ~uices and _flavor, the
111eat is cut up an_d sold w1t~out thaw1!1g.
Reindeer meat 1s fine-gramed, contams a ~ood
palatable fat, and is not "gamy" in flavor when
properly produced and hand_Ied, ~ut compa~es
fav9rably with beef .. T_he hver is ~ot unlike
calves' liver and, as it is of large size, makes
an important item of food. The tongue and
heart are both of good flavor and quality.
Doe,; are .not slaughtered. A certain ,number
of bucks are set aside for breeding purposes, and
the rest are raised as steers, to be butchered
when about three years old. The dressed weight
of a three-year-old. steer averages about 150
pounds. By cross-breeding with caribou and following a process of select!on an~ grading up of
stock in the herds the weight will e_ventuall:y be
much increased. At the present time, a httle
more than thirty years after the first import~tion of reindeer into Alaska from Eastern Siberia the number of Jiving 1·eindeer in Alaska
is estimated to be :!bout 200,000. In addition alf
as many more have been slaugh~ered fo1: food
,and clothing. Begun as an expenmen~, remde~r
grazing in · Alaska has amply proved its practicability and demonstrated its importance as on~
of the great future industries of the Territory.
VIRGINIA COUNTY RETAINS BELIEFS IN
WITCHCRAFT
Down in Princess Anne County, Va., just a few
miles from Norfolk, several hundred neg-roes and
some supersthious wnite people have JU. t demonstrated that they still be_Jieve in witchcraft,
writes the Philadelphia Inq1ltrer..
.
Annie Taylor, several years old, so bent by infirmities that she was obliged to use a cane to
support her, is the cause ~f one of the greatest
spasms of hysteria that Prmcess Anne, noted f~n·
its chu1·ches and well educated people, has w1t,iessed in 300 years.
It has been that long since GTace S-he1-wood, a
beautiful young woman, professed to be able to
bring good to those who believed in her and bad
luck to those who doubted her boasted powers.
Grace Sherwood was not an ordinary wom~n.
She was well educated and she duped her v1c-

tims with well-sounding words until she had
scores of men and women believing that she could
sprinkle the blood of a dead animal on their
front doorstep, thus bringing to those who dwelt
within the home so sprinkled either the blessings
of heaven or the curse of hell.
GTace Sherwood sat on her throne of power
several years, and in that time she filled her
coffers with the money of her dupes until she was
reputed to be wealthy.
· It was not until the authorities of Princess
Anne saw that the entire county, or most of it,
was being stirred' to a pitch of hysteria never
dreamed of that they decided to banish Grace,
but in this decision they did not know with whom
they were dealing. Instead of submitting gracefully to the order of banishment Grace Sherwood
insisted that she be given a trial that all might
know why she was not a desirable resident of
Princess Anne.
The court named a jury of twelve women fu
search Grace before she· was brought before thP
-bar of·justice to answer the charge of witchery.
Grace was brought before the court, and after
a day devoted to the hearing of evidence she
was found guilty. The sheriff of the county
was ordered to take Grace to a spot in Yynnhaven Rivel· and duck her three times. Then she
was to be driven out of the county. The sheriff
carried out his ducking order, and from that day
the spot where Grace Sherwood :was fol"<'ed unrler
the water three times has be!n called "White
Duck" and is recorded in the records of PTincess
Anne County.
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INTEllESTING R.ADJO· NEWS AND HINTS
,

PANELS MADE OF GLASS
Bullet-proof glass and transparent bakelite
are now being used by builders of radio sets for
the panels so that the interior of the receiver
can be seen.
Black bakelite has been used in thousands of
sets and now the amber-like material is becoming popular. lt is made of pure synthetic resin.
The black bakelite is much stronger, although
both can be drilled and sawed equally well.

RADIO WA VE SLOWER THAN LIGHT
The discovery that the radio wave travels
slower than light was announced in San Francisco by Captain T. J. J. See, Professor of
Mathematics in the United States Navy, Government astronomer at the Mare Island Navy
Yard and well-known authority on the theory of
ether.
According to Captain See, the radio wave
travels around the globe with a velocity of
16_5,000 miles a second, while light travels 186,000
miles a second. Captain See considers that his
MAKE YOUR SET BERAVE
discovery of the velocity of the propagation of the
Stick to your old set and t:ry to make it as
radio wave about the earth may prove the most
near perfect as possible before experimenting
notable step in the develooment of the wave
with a new hookup, is the advice given by extheory since Roemer's original discovery of the
perts at the Bureau of Standards. Here is what
·
philosophy of light in 1675.
one expert said:
In an outline of his discovery, Captain See said
"Go over the old set carefully for wire spacsince the wave is propagated in the ether it is
ing, eliminate capacity effects by changing the
remarkable that there should be the long recogwires to run at right angles, check up and fasten
every connection and test each instrument, This . nized velocity for light in free space, and a smaller velocity for the radio wave as it bends
oerfecting process will teach lessons never to be
around the globe.
forgotten. When the next set is undertaken, a
In the year 1914 there was an official interbetter set will be the result."
change of signals between the naval observatory
at Washington, and the national o,bservatory at
GERMAN RADIO "EAVESDROPPERS" PAY
Paris. The mean velocity of the wireless wave
Forty-five thousand radio broadcasting spongwas found to be about 173,000 miles per second.
ers and eavesdroppers found to have been evadEar~y in March of the present year, a wireing the Germaq Government tax, have been
less signal was sent from the ·sending station
brought to time 1tly drastic measures taken by
near New York to Warsaw, Poland, and reflectl'!d
the authorities and compelled to pay the license
hack in 0.054 of a second of time. The double
fee of 50 cents each per month which will be
distance is 8,500 miles and the speed of the transadded to the reparation payment funds.
mission comes out about 168,000 miles per second
The Government campaign against radio ." bootor about 16 per cent. less · than the velocity or1
leggers" and the like was begun several weeks
light.
ago, the authorities appealing to the lo_yality
"The mean of the two independent determinaof individuals and at the same time enlisting the
tion's of the wireless wave is 166,500 miles per
aid of chimney sweeps, roof repairers, goocery
second, or 20,600 miles per second less than the
delivery boys, the radio dealers themselves and
vel~ity of light. This is eleven per cent. slower
others to locate violators.
thaft light travels in free space. So great a falling off in speed, in two well devised experiments, ,..
separated in time by ten years, could hardly be
RADIO WAVES THROUGH HIS BODY
the result of chance, and thus we are led to recogHearing bis wife's voice over the radio by
nize the fact that the radio wave certainly
the amplification of waves picked up through. his
travels over 10 per cent. slower than light, in
own body, was the unusual experience of the
distances such as those separating Europe from
Rev. Claude E. Morris, pastor of the Prospect
America.
Park Baptist Church, Brooklyn.
"Recently a concert going on at Chicago was
Mrs. Irva Marshall Morris, his wife, was among
distinctly heard near Cleveland, Ohio, by obthose who furnished entertainment for the memservers at a depth of over five hundred feet in the
bers of the American Expeditionary 'Force in
solid earth. In Idaho and Montana radio waves
France, and was one of those on the Federation
have been received in mines at the depth of
of Church program broadcast by Station WEAF.
about half a mile. This is direct experimental
Mr. Morris went to the home of Eric H. Palmer,
proof that the ·wave travels through the ·s olid
305 Avenue C, Brooklyn, who has a receiving
globe itself, and therefore must move more
set with a loop antenna. Mrs. Morris's voice
slowly in this dense mass, the wave front thereby
was heard clearly through the loud speaker, and
being made to bend around the earth, when it
Mr. Palmer then asked Mr. Morris how he would
advances to great distance, as from New York to
like to hear his wife's voice through his own
Warsaw."
ltody. With incredulity, the clergyman grasped
the •ntetma and ground -posts with his hands,
DENTIST USES RADIO
aftelr the loop had been ·lifted out, and heard
Mrs. Mon"i.s's voice with undiminished volume.
Extraction of teeth with the aid of cocaine,
"And ~m some persons say there are no longer
novocaine or gas is neither new to dentists nor
·
miracles," was the comment of Mr. Morris.
<laymen. But a certain dentist in downtown
"Just body induction," r eplied Mr. Palmer,
Brooklyn has gone even further. He not onlJ
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uses all of these things but also WEAF, WOR,
WJZ, WHN and other such formulas-something
which, he says,· has not yet been attempted by
anv other dentist to his knowledge.
Like all dentist'§ he applies his cocaine or novocane to the gums and the gas to the nose and
mouth. But this WEAF, WOR, WJZ, WHN, etc.,
he applies through the patient's ears, the process
is not only simple but has proved to be a great
success both as a pain-chaser and a tear cjis-peller. Nor is this -process confined to the extraction of teeth. He uses it with equal success in
every kind of dental work.
The extraction room and each of the eight
operating rooms in his dental establishment are
equipped with a set of head-phones which are
vlaced over the patient's ears as soon as he enters
the chair. Nor are those patients forgotten who
are waiting in the reception room for their
turn. It is in th.is room that doctor's five-tube
radio set of a well-known make is located and
a loud speaker provides entertainment. While
the five dentists are at work with the patients
his secretary manipulates the radio selections.
Should the air contain a talk such as "Methods
f Torture" it would be wise to shift to another
station at once, in the opinion of the young lady.
In the installation of the radio set a system
was worked out whe1·eby, with the one set, it is
-possible to have both the loud speaker and the
headphones in operation at the same time. Also
it was found possible to tune down these head·
phones without robbing the loud speaker in the
reception room of its clearness.
.
Several of the -patients who had work .done
on their teeth while listening to a dance program
that was being broadcast were asked how the
idea of '1Sing radio with dentistry appealed to•
them. Their opinions were summed up in the
following statement which was made by one of
their number:
"It's great! It surely takes away the old pain."
"While listening-in," the dentist said, "the
patient's mind is so occupied that his fear of
nervousness is allayed and the dentist is able to
do more efficient work. There are many persons
who show signs of nervousness the minute the
-.dentist commences to drill :tnd their minds are
concentrated on the pain they expect to come. The
radio not only ~ut out the sound of the drill
but switches the patient's thoughts to more pleasant matters."
THE WAVE TRAP
With an increasing number of broad-casting
stations in operation, it becomes difficult for a
large number of radio fans living within a few
miles distance to choose what they wish to listen
to. Without the aid of selective tuners and the
most careful handling it is necessary for the
owners of a se~ near a broadcasting station to
listen to the local program.
For a · great many of us the fun of radio is
not so much what we hear but the sport of
nting down new and distant signals. We would
rather listen to a harmonica solo being played
from a station 1,000 miles away than listen to
grand opera from a station 10 miles away.
To overcome this difficulty a remedy· is to reduce the size of your aerial or to use an indoor
aerial or loop. This will reduce atmospheric

disturbances a great deal and at the same time
sharpen tuning considerably. Most of the aerials
in use are too large.
A wave trap or filter can be very easily COJ!structed that will, very often, enable you to tune
out local stations and listen to out-of-town concerts. You can incorporate .one into your present
•radio set.
Two different methods of constructing a wave
trap are here given. Both are of the same type,
yet use slightly different coils. Both are arranged for mounting in a small cabinet to he
placed at the end of the receive.r where the aerial
is ·connected.
. ·
.
Both types are provided with two binding posts,
one for the aerial, and the other for the connection to the aerial binding post of the receiving
set. In other words, the filter is placed in series
with the antenna and the receiver. .
One filter is built on the absorption principle,
having two coils. One coil consists of 45 turns
of number 22 cotton-covered wire wound on a
3 1-2-inch tube. This specification does not need
to be adhered to exactly as you can use a tube
of different diameter and can wind on more or
less turns according to whether the station you
desire to eliminate is on a high or low wave
length.
·
The ends of the 45-turn coil are connected to
the two connections on a 23-plate variable condenser. The coil may be mounted on the insulating frame of the condenser or may be mounted separately.
On top of the 45-turn winding is wound 10
turns of the same size wire, one end being
connected to each binding post. This coil is not
connected directly to the 45-turn coil but works
by induction.
The second filter is easier to construct as it
has only one winding on it. This consists of 75
turns of number 22 dq,uble covered magnet wire
wound in a single layer.
The two ends of this coil are connected to two
binding posts and to the two sides of 23-plate
variable condenser.
. An additional feature is added, namely that
of a shorting switch placed across the two bind•
ing posts. This switch is made by means of a
switch lever and two switch contacts. One binding post is connected to one contact, the other
is left open. The switch lever is connected to
the other binding post.
This permits the shortening out of the wave
trap when it is not required, a valuable feature
a& the filter introduces some losses into the antenna circuit.
The shorting switch would also be an excellent
thing to incorporate on the first filter. A wave
trap, no matter how well constructed, introduces
resistance into the circuit and will reduce the
volume slightly.
If you intend to place a wave trap in the
cabinet of• the receiver arrange it so that the
coil is placed at right angles to the inductance
units of the receiver of energy between the coil
of the filter and the inductance of the filter.
Do not use smaller than number 22 wire.
Number 20 or even 18 will be better still. The
condenser should be one of the best obtainable.
preferably of the straight line tvne.
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ITEMS OF INTEREST
FROST

HAD

TAKEN ALL HIS BURIED
WINE
It is being told of a prominent Chace County,
Kansas man that dunng the last severe cold
weathe;. of the winter, just at the time when
County and State officers were putting on booze
raids in this county at frequent intervals, he decided it was time to put his house in order.
A glass jug with some exceptionally g?od wine,
which he kept on hand most of the time, was
accordingly buried in the back yard. The treasure wasn't sunk below the frost line, however,
and recently when the weather warmed up an_d
the prohibition excitement cooled off, he dug 1t
up to find that the wine had frozen, the jar had
burst and he was minus the ~iquor.

the front gate reading: "Untenanted. Elephant
house may be used as an aviary in the summer."
A perfectly good hippotamus in the European
market to-day is worth between $2,000 and $4,000. Indian rhinoceros may b@ had for approximately $3,000, f.o.b., at the animal farm. All
wild animal buyers take into careful consideration the question of freight rates, because of the
weight and investment involved.
A splendid tiger may be bought these days
for from $1,000 to $1,500, according to the supply and demand, while lions, fresh from South
Africa jungles, may be had singly or by the
dozen for from $550 to $900 each, according to
size, disposition and appetite.
Wildcats are
cheaper, but the wilder they are the more they
cost. Snakes are the cheapest things on the zoo
price list, and are sold generally by the running
foot, for the little fellows, and by the yard for
the big ones.

LAUGHS
"Na," said Clarence, "what's a foregone conclusion?" "That even when the bride promises ~,
to obey, she never will," replied his dad.
"ls that little boy I saw you playing with this
afternoon a good boy, Willie?" asked his mother.
"No;" replied Willie, "he's not much good, but
he's the only kid on the block that I can lick."
Little Ned-Don't take away the light.
Mamma-I want you to learn to sleep without
a light. Little Ned-Must I sleep in the dark?
.Mamma-Yes . . Little Ned-Well, then, wait a
minute. I guess I'll g_e t up and say my prayers
a little more carefully.
Car Driver- Me and that off horse has been
working for the company for twelve years now.
Passenger-That so? The company must think a
great deal of you both. Car Driver-Well, I
dunno. Last week the .two of us were taken
sick, and they got a doctor for the horse and
docked me. Git un there now, Betsy!

TREE'S HARD FIGHT FOR LIFE
There is an ancient evergreen tree upon the
rocky mountainside in Gracier National Park,
Montana, which experts say shows evidence of
having battled for its existence with the elements
for three centuries.
.
," said a lawyer in -the police court
Huge snowdrifts heaped from the mountain the" Witness
day, "you speak of Mr. Smith being
tops each winter crush it to earth and there . it • well other
off. Is he worth $5,000 ?" "No, sah." "Two
lies, growing along the ground. The trunk is 12
inches in- diameter. Each spring it tries to ri se, . thousand?" "No, sah; he hain't worf twentybut it can never grow up like other trees because five cents." "Then how is he well off?" "Got
every winter there is a hundred-foot drift in this a wife, sah , who s' ports de hull fam'ly, sah."
particular spot in C1·acker Canyon, where nature
It was a dark night, and the owner of the
gave it root. The Glacier Park fore sters regard
this tree a s one of the queerest freaks of nature chicken coop, gun in hand, was investigating
certain suspicious noises he had heard. "Who's
they ever saw.
in there?" he called. Erastus, inside, replied
softly and reassuringly: "There ain't nobody
ELEPHANTS COST $1,800 TO $5,000
heah 'cept us chickens."
Mary, the largest" and most popular elephant
at the Berlin Zoo, who died some weeks ago
The crab.bed bachelor and the a ged -spinster
from eating too many peanuts, may not be re- sat suffering in the concert hall. The selections
placed for some time, the pa1·k management h2s were apparently unfamiliar to the bachelor, but
decided, because of the cost involved.
.when the "Wedding March" was played he prickInquiries made -of animal trainers since Mary ed up his ears. "That sounds familiar," he expassed away has revealed that an ·elephant to- claimed. "I'm not strong on these classical
day is worth from $1,800 to $5,000, according to pieces, but that's a good one. What is it?" The
age, sex, size and health, and the manager has spinster cast down her eyes. "That," she told
aosed up Mary's old home and posted a sign on him, demurely, "is 'The Maiden's Prayer.' "
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BRIEF BUT POINTEQ
on the east bank of Crooked Creek seven miles
NEWSPAPERS GIVE NEWS OF
southwest of Meade.
BYGONE DAYS
Fifty years ago next August .a party of GovMembers of local Odd Fellows lodges in clean~
ing the attic of their .home in South street, Pitts- ernment surveyors, surveying Meade county terfield, Mass., recently, came across several edi- ritory, encamped under the branches of the tree,
some six inches in diameter. The party
tions of the Connecticut Courant dated 1792. The then
consisted of Capt. Francis Oliver Short and his
papers are believed to be relics of the Pingee son
and four other civil engineers.
family whose homestead . has been converted into
the night Indians crept up on the camp
the Odd Fellows Home. The printing is legible ofDuring
the surveyors and wiped thefl.l out. They were
and a number of rare news items are contained buried
·a hundred yards southwest of the tree, but
in the numerous pages.
later their bodies were disinterred and removed
Included in the paper are advertisements by to
homes in the East. Near the tree there
physicians telling of the benefits to be derived is their
still visible the depression in the sod where
from being inoculatect against smallpox. Crim- the six men lay buried after the massacre.
inal records are also listen and a number of procEver since that tragic day
tales are told
lamations signed by George Washington, Presi- of spectral manifestations in weird
this particular secdent of the United States; John Adams, Vice tion of Meade county. It is related that a party
President, and Thomas Jefferson, Secretary of of landseekers a few years after the surveying
State.
party had been murdered camped near the tree
Statistics contained in one of the editions show and were startled from sleep during the night
-that there were at the time 107,094 slaves in the by dismal cries and declared they beheld shadState of South Carolina.
owy forms lurking in the gloom and lost no time
in making a hasty ~xit from.that place.
In the quiet of the night the leaves and
TAMING THE COYOTE
branches of the lone tree are said to assume
We have in Minnesota, Dakota and Canada the grotesque shapes and appear as though electricoyote or prairie wolf, a cunning animal on which fied, while tongues of flame flash incessantly.
The lone tree is one of the old landmarks of
there is a Government bounty of from $3 to $5.
the writer, who likes to experiment, often crosses Meade county, and is being carefully preserved,
these with a collie or shepherd dog. When a standing as a silent sentry over the hallowed •
litter is born they may all turn out like the wolf ground where once echoed the savage warcry of
in disposition, and in this case these hybrids are the Indians in their vain attempt to push the
white man from the plains.
of no use more than to keep caged as curios.
On the other hand, if the whelps show a kind
disposition, they can be reared and become as .NEW ANTI-AIRCRAFT GUN HAS BIG
affectionate as dogs. There can also be one or
RANGE
more in the litter that will make good dogs or
Enemy airplanes in the next war will do well
crosses, or even the whole lot. The writer has to keep out of reach of Uncle Sam's newest arm.
one pair at this writing, a male and female. The The air •is going to be untenable for bombing
male, which is a large fellow, is as tame and, plane!; _flying at an altitude of 10,000 feet or less.
in fact, more affectionate than the collie itself, Combat and scout machines to keep out of danger
while his mate is kept in a cage and cannot be will have to climb to 30,000 feet.
The new anti-aircraft weapon was demonnandled. The same can be said of the wolves.
Often one or more in the litter may show a kind strated a~ Fort Totten, N. Y., when the 63d
disposition while the others remain in their nat- Coast Artillery held the first of a series of four
anti-aircraft days. The weapon indicated to ordural state.
Such are then separated from the others, and nance experts, who watched it rake the sky above
become real pets, but are best kept in yards or the fort, that. it will provide greater range and
on chains. Some years ago the writer sent one more destructive power than ever before obtained
of these pet wolves to New York State, where he from this type of gun.
When five bombing planes from Mitchell Field
was put in harness on a sleigh with other dogs.
He was very tame, and any child could lead him participated in a sham attack on the fort four of
about. Crosses from these make good watch these guns blazed away at the machines until
dogs, and can be depended on. They are very they were beaten off, and those in · charge of the
tough, and if of solid color resemble the wolf. demonstration said they were marks for Uncle
Queer as it may seem dogs with wolf blood are Sam's latest defense.
The new weapon is a three-inch gun with a
not cared for by othe1· dogs, and are not mixers;
she~! tJ:iree feet long and employing a 'one-foot
while the wolf himself is given a wide berth by proJectile,
development. It can hurl
all, but if attacked by dogs he generally comes fi!teen shotsa apost-war
minute more than 30,000 feet. An
t ah ead, for one snap at each fills the bill.
au·plane can be brought down easily at 6,000
yards.
,
The
gun
is
on
a
mobile
mount, but when lD•
HAUNTED KANSAS TREE
stalled on battleships will be placed in a differMeade county has a haunted tree, a ·huge, ent manner. It is manned by a crew of ten wl,o
gnarled cottonwood some nine feet in girth stand- can prepare it for firing in five minutes 'afttr
ing nearly in the center of the public highway their arrival in position.
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ITEMS OF INT~EST
INSECT SOUNDS CAUGHT BY "ELECTRIC
EAR''
Sounds made by small insects generally believed to be absolutely mute may be heard by a
microphone reported to have been completed re- .
cently by scientists of an Eastern electrical concern, according to Populwr Mechanics. Sounds
heretofore too faint to be caught by the human
ear are said to be 1·ecorded by the decive, which
registers the waves as they disturb a delicate
current passing between contacts in an insulated ring. Experts claim that the apparatus
may be of great advantage in the study of insect
•
life.
THE ENGLISH CHANNEL TUNNEL
The English Channel tunnel project is kept
alive by its promoters, although the British government persists in refusing to grant the necessary authority, largely for national and strategic
reasons. The material to be encountered for the
entire distance is very favorable, being a deep
bed of chalk marl~ or chalk infiltered with clay.
That this material does not swell on exposure
and is impervious is shown by the trial heading
built in 1880-1881 and extending about a mile
under the sea. With the boring machine designed for this work, and used experimentally, a
heading twelve feet in diameter can be driven at
• the rate of 120 feet per day, and two machines
started at opposite ends should meet in less than
three years. It is proposed to complete this pilot
tunnel or heading and then its enlargement to
full section could be started at various points, so
that the time for the completion of the concret~
lined tunnel is estimated at 4½ years. Instead
of the usual mucking operations, the excavated
material would be mixed with water to form a
front and then pumped to the surface. . With
present prices the cost is estimated at $145,000,000.

•

ESKIMOS REINDEER WORTH MILLIONS
Thirty years ago the Eskimos of Alaska had
nothing, but now they control nearly $5,000,000
worth of stock and property, according to William T. Lopp, superintendent of the Alaska division of the United States Bureau of Education. He has been inspecting reindeer herds
grazing in the plateau of Broad Pass, Alaska.
Because of. the encroachment of privately
owned herds of reindeer on the Seward peninsula
and Point Barrow section of the territory, it is
planned eventuall y to remove the Eskimo herds to
Broad Pass, with Cantwell as the directing base.
The first herd of 5,000 animals will be driven
from the Seward paninsula to lditarod next fall,
allowed to recuperate, and started again in time
to cross the big rivers before the break up in
spring.
"Particular care mu st be exercised," said Mr.
Lopp, "in handling the 1·eindeer fawn s. Once
the human hand touches a fawn its mother di s- .
owns it. For that reason the E skimo hel'ders

w~ar g_auntlet reinueer-Skm gloves and a reindeer-skm parka, and also spread reindeer skin in
the. sleds on which the little creatures are placed •
until the herd rounds up for the night and they
can be delivered to their mothers.
In bringing over the herds from the Point
Barrow region it will be necessary to drive them
t? the Yukon River, there to load them on speciaUy construc~d barges, on which they will be
towed. up the nve:r; to Nenana, where they will
be shipped by the Alaska Railroad to Cantwell.
. It ~s e~t~n:ated ~here is a strip 100,miles square
m _this vicmity s_uitable to reindeer grazing. With
rail transportation at ha:11d, those interested in
th~ industry pre~ict that some day before long
remdeer meat will be as common as mutton in
the markets of the States.

LOOK, BOYS!

TRAPEZEE

The Acrobatic Wonder Toy
ALMOST HUMAN IN ITS
ACTIONS!

. . It consists of a handsome parallel
iron frame on which the little yellow
man accurately performs like an ath·
lete.
Five Different Stunts THE_ FL YI~G TRAPEZE - Release the
tngger-pi_n ~nd the figure swings forward, gnppmg the brass trapeze-bar
tu.ms a somersault in the air and catche~
a cross-bar by his heels.
THROUGH THE LOOP-A swift swing and
he goes throug~ a wire loop, makes a
turn and, catching by his heels, swings
head downward from a bar
THE_ GIANT SWING - He goes forward
with a_ rush, release~ the trapeze, catches
a honz?ntal-bar with his heels, makes
two swift somersaults in the air and
catches by his h,eels again.
He 1;>erforms two more horizontal-bar
acts with the grace and agility of a circus star, and mahy new ones can be in·
vented.
The Most Wonderful Toy in
the World!

PRICE

,1.so

The collapsible stand .and the little manikin are neatly packed in a handsome box
Delivered anywhel'e in the United States o~
receipt of price. Address
WOLFF NOVELTY CO.,
166 W. 23d St., New York City, N. Y.
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"I'm Making Real Money Now!"
"'SEE that coupon? Remember the day you
urged me to send it to Scranton? Mary,
that was a red letter da.y for us.
"Mr. Carter called me in to-day, and said
he had been .watching my work: ·ever since
he had learned that I was studying with the
International Correspondence Schools.
"Then he ask::ed me ·if I thought I could tak::e
over George Steve ' job. I told him I was
sure that I could-that I had had that goal in
view ever since I began studying with the

I. C. S.
"I start to-morrow, Mary, at an increase
of $60 a month."
OW about youf Are you always going
to work: for a small salary? Are you
going to waste your natural ability all your
life? Or are you going to get ahead in a big
way ? It all depends on what you do with
your spare time.
Opportunity is here--this time in the form
of that familiar I. C. S. coupon. It may seem
like a little thing, but it has been the means
of bringing better jobs and bigger salaries to
thousands .of men and women.
You can have the position you want i~ the
work: you lik::e best, a salary that will give you
and your family the home, the comforts, the
little luxuries you would lik:e them to have.

H

No matter what }'Our age, your occupation,
your education, or your means-you can do it!
All we ask: is the chance to prove it. That's
fair, isn't it? Then mark: and mail this coupon. There's no obligation and not a penny
of cost. It's a little thing that tak::es but a
moment, but it's the most important thing you
can do to-day, Do it now l
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPOND ENCE SCHOOLS

Box 4488-C, Scranton, Penna.
Without coat or obllgatlon. please tell me how I can qualltr tot
th• polltlon or in the subject before whlch I have marked an X :
BUSIN ESB TRAINING

~a"t::e~e"J,
fnud~~i:fa1
Personnel 0rS"anlzatlOD

l

Traffic Manaiemont
Buainea1 Law
Banking and Banklnr La-..
AcoountancJ(lncludlngC.P .A.)
Nicholson Cost Accountin¥
Bookkeeplnr
Prlvato Secretary
O French
Spanish

B

TECHNICAL AND

0

r1n"
fi:~~1~ait!~fl~:
Mechanical Engineer

l

Mechanical Draftaman
Machine Shop Practice
Rallroad Positions
Oas Engine 0peratlnr
Clv-U Enlrf.neer
Surveying and Maopln.s
Metallurgy
Steam Engtneertn1r
Radio

COURSES

· 1:•i:::itr:::~1>
Better Lettera

Show Card Letterlnr
Stenography and Typlnir
Buatnesa En&Ush
Civil Service
Ratlwa:y Mall Clerk
Common School SubJecta
High School Subjects
O CartooDilla
IllustraUng

I

INDUSTRIAL COURSES

ir~:1

~e:1~t Reading
Contractor and Builder
A rchltectural Draftemao
'
Concrete Bullder
fitructural Engineer
Chemistry D Pharmacy
Automoblle Work
Airplane Englnes
Navigation
Agriculture and Poultry
MathemaUca

N"Jl1e .......................................................................... ....................... ~
11-2 1-.aa
.
Rtreet
Address ........................................................................... ............... ····Clt7 .......... ................... ................. .... State ......................................... _

0cC'upation................ ..................................................... ....... .. ....... .. ..
,:er.one reaiding i n Oanado lhmd.4 , end tltia floupon to th 6 lntt1rraol10Kcil CtNrt11prmdetict1 8ohoob Canadian, Lim ited, Montreal. CaNatlai,
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M8nl
this
Follow
Secret Se,rvice Operator 38 Is on the
Job

Follow him through all the excitement of his chase of the counterfeit gang.
See how a crafty operator works. Telltale finger prints on the lamp stand
in the murder.ed girl's room! The detective's cigarette case is andled by
the unsuspecting gangster, and a great mystery is solved. Better than
fiction. It's true, every word of it. No ob_ligation. Just send the coupon.

FREE

The Conlidential Reports
No. 38 Made to His Chiel

And the best part of it all is this. It may open your eyes to the great
future for YOU as a highly paid Finger Print Expert. More men are
needed right now. This school has taken men just like you and trained
them for high official positions. This is the kind of work you would
·
like. Days full of excitement. Big salaries. Rewards.

Earn $2500 to $10000 a Year'
You study at home in spare time

i.

No advance·education is needed. Any man who can
read and write, and think can make good. A wonderful book tells all about what others have done.
Shows pictures of real crimes and the men who•
solved them. We'll send you a FREE copy with the
free reports. Get the special offer now bemg made.
Mail the coupon.

UNIVERSITY OF APPLIED SCIENCE

1920 S11J111y1lde Ave., bept.A.109

Cblcaco, mmola

'

..

=·:._ . . . . . . . . . . . . .~ ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; ; - ~ ; · · ~ ; ; ~ ; ; ; · · ; ~ ; ; ~ ;. . . " '

Chicaro. llllnola
1920 Sunnyside Ave., Dept. A-109,
Gentlemen:-Without any obligation whatever, send me
-your new, fully illustrated Free book on Finger Prints and
your offer of a FREE course in Secret Service Intelligence
and tpe Free Professional Finger Print Outfit. ·

Name .............................•............•• , ••••.••••
§·==.: ·

Addr,ss , ............ , ..........._. ................... . .... .

............~············••,•·················ke. ········•••

THE COWRY
Th~ cowry or
cowrie is a species of mollusk,
some of which
are ve117 familiar
as decorative objects and as fu1·nishing a medium of exchan";e
with uncivilized
p e o p l e s. 1'he
shell' is more or
less of an oval
form, and is usually thick, poiished and beautifully colored. The
young shells ate
m o r e typically
snail-like, btit ! n
the adults the
large last whorl
'm ore or less conceals others and
has its outer lip
in toward the inner. The animal
bas a broad head,
protrusible
2nd
proboscis, eyes associated with the
long horns, and
a broad foot prothrough
truded
elongated
th e
The
aperture.
mantle or skin
fold which forms
the shell, as in
mollusks,
other
-extends over the
whole or most of
the sm·face, and
conceals
th u s
during life what
gives the dead
shells half tneir
The
ch a r rn.
cowry is a slugcreatu1·e,
gish
slowly
creeping
on rocks and coral reefs. A cowry found in the
Maldive Islands
was long used as
currency,• and is
still so used in
c:,M rica In Siam
over 6,000 cowries were required to make a
tical, worth 50
l'n"lts of our mon-

•·

TOBACCO

Habit Cured or No Pay
ADI' form, ciaan,cisrarettee, pipe, ehewiaa or eauff
C ........ teed. Ha...,.1-. Complete treatmentae• t
- ""•'- C - Sl .OO"if it curaa, Nothin.. if it faila..

SUPERBA CO. M-21, BaltimON. Mel.

· - OLD MOlfEY . WANT• D - - - 1
f-,2 to '600 EACH pald tor handreda of 010
eol11s. Keep ALL Old or odd mone1, it maJ
he VE}\ Y vau,able. 8end 10 ets. for ILLUS·
'£RATED COIN V.A.LUE BOOK. ,xo. Uet
Posted. We pay CA8II. .
CLARB;E COIN 00., AH 13. L.,Boy, N. Y,

All Ready
.FellowsLet's Go!

Stooo CHh .,.,.1 c•ncle • ryour•klnofthe • bove blemle....._

When it comes to real music this
harmonica band of ours has the professionals backed off the boards. We
don't want any complicated notes to
read-we don't need ax.iy fancy stage
effects to put this act across. One
man's as good as another in this
show., so long as he blows a Hohner
Harmonica-

TOBACCO, LIQUOR al)d MORPHINE

The World's Best~
.,

PIMPLE S

Tour Skin Caa Be QaleklY: Cleand ol
Pimples, Bla~heads, Acne Eruptions on
the face or body, Barbers Itch, Eczema,
Enlarged Pores and Oily or Shiny Skin.

FREE ~.r~t~".:'::T!~·m 's~.:.w1:i.N.?..0~:r.
eared 111•aelt after beinc afflicted 16 yean.

E.S.QIYEr~s. 185 Chemical Bids.,

Habits can

K•n-• City, llll!O,

be overcome with

the aid of

HILL'S 'CHLORIDE 01'' GOLD l'REPARATIONS. Llf!UOr . r emedy can be given secret-

ly.

Particulars · Free . .

OHIO CHEMICAL WORKS,
Dept. 6, \Vestfleld, N. l'.

There's nothing like good music for entertainment and fu11; and there's nothing like a
Hohner for good music. If you want to make
a hit with the kids in your neighborhood, get
bus_y and organize a harmonica band.
Get a Hohner Harmonica today and play it

A PERFECT-LOOKING -NOSE
Can Easily Be Yours
Trados !llodel No.

25 corrects now all
Ill s h a p e d noses
quickly, painlessly,
aud
permanently,
c omtorta bly a't
home. It ls t11e only
safe ancl guaranteecl patent tlevice
that will actually
glve you a perfect
looking nose. Over
87,000 s a t i s t I e d

users.

Fer

years

recommended QY physicians. 16 yea~s ot

experience in manutnctnring Nose Shapers
ls at your service,

children.

Model 25 junior for

Write for free booklet, which tells you
how to obtain a perfect looking nose.

M. TRILETY, SPECIALIST
Binghamton. N. Y
Dept. 208S

tonight. 50¢ up at all dealers. Askior the
Free lnstruc~ion Book. If your dealer is out
of c·o pies, write M. Hohner, Inc., Dept. 166,
New York City.
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LA.TEST l88UE8 - Young Wlld West on the Frontier; or, Arletta and
tbe Mexican Outlaws.
'" and '"Three-Fingered Tom"; or, The Toughest
Man In Camp.-" Richest Fanout; or, A'rletta and the Hidden
Cave.
" and the Ropers; or, A Finish Fight On the
Rang;e.
,
" Tralllng the Express Tbleves; or, Arletta 8
Golden Reward.
" Trimming the Toughs; or, Making Music for
n Dance.
·
" Bandit Shake-Up; Qr, Arletta's Daring Deception.
" R~d Hot Fight; or, The Hldalgo's Hidden
Haunt.
" Lariat Swing; or, .Arletta and The Broken
Brlc1ge.
•
•· an<l the Red Skin Road Agents; or, Trouble
At the Double Six Rnnch.
" Sbootlug tor His Ll!e; or, Arlctta's Able Asslstnnce.
" and "18-Cnrat Dan"; or, The Dandy Bad Man of
Gilt Edge.
" DPfylng His En emlos; or, Arletta and the
Death Cave.

For sale by all newsdealers, or will be sent to any ,.,,.
dress on receipt of price. 7c. per copy, in n1oney or postage sta,nps.
THE FOLLOWING NUJIIJlERS PRICE 8 CENTS
Jl09 " Hunting for Grizzlies; or, a Lively Time In the
Rockies.
J 110 " Trailing the Redskins; or, :Arietta and the Abducted Girl .
1111 " Against Odds; or, Jhe Shot That Won the
Fight.
1112 " Stopping a Round Up; or, Arletta and the
Rancbero.
1113 " and the Lasso Tbrower; or, th, Hard Gang
of Black Ravine.
1114 " Sentenced to Die; or, Arletta and tbe Vigilantes.
1115 " aud "Tricky Tony"; or, The Rougbest Greaser
In Arizona.
1116 " Esraping a Cross Fire; or, Arletta and the
Flag of Truce.
1117 " Saving the M111J Coacb; or, The lloss of the
Mountain.
·
Jll8 " Gallop for Gold; or, Arletta and the Mine
Owner.
lllU " "llnstlng" tbe Bnckers; or, the Cowboy Who
'"Toncbe<l Leather."
1120 " Resruing His Sweetbeart; or, The Best S!Jot of
All.
1121 " Foiling the Raiders; or, Taking a Long "b
'- a nee.
J122 " Corralling the Creeks! or, Arletta and the Redskin Roundup.
1123 " Wnrnlnir · or ,The Secret Band of tbe Gulch.
1124 " After Big Game; or, Arletta an<l the Hunter's
Trap.
1125 " Clean Sweep: or, The Reformation of Reckless

1126 "

l1Z1 "
1128 "

)129 "

~le

1

nn~1a
Hoodoo Claim; or, .A:rletta and tbe Keg
of Nuggets.
and "Cinnamon Hank"; or, Tbe Grudge of the
Gila Giant.
S<'rlmmage wltb Sioux: ,or, Arletta and . the
Renegade.
Racing tbe Cowboys; or, Saving n Doomed
Ranch.

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York City

SCENARIOS_

HOW TO
WRITE THEM.

Prloe 8~ Cents Per- Copy

Tbis book contains au tbe most recent changes
in the method of construction and submission ol
scenarios. Sixty Lesson al · covering ever;r phase odt
scenario writing. For sa e by all Newauealera an
Bookstores. If you cannot procure a copy, send uda
the price, 35 cents, in money or posta:fe • tamps, an
we will mall you one, postaae free.
ddreu.
L. Senarena, 110 SeTenth A.ye., New Tork, N. Y.

•

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS
Useful, Instructive, and Amusing. They contain
Valuable Information on Almost
Every Subject.
No. 37. HOW TO KEEP HOUSE.-lt contains information for everybody, l.Joys, girls, men and women; It will

teacb you how to make almost everything around the ,
house, such as parlor ornaments, brackets, cements,
Aeolian harps, n1Hl bi rd lime for catching birds.
No. 88.

IIOW 'l'O BECOME YOUR OWN DOCTOR.-

A wonderful book, containing useful and practical In•
formation In the treatment of ordinary diseases and ailments common to e very family. Abounding In useful
and effective recipes for general complaints.
No. 40. now TO MAKE AND SET T.RAPS.-Includ 0
Ing bin ts on how to catch moles, weasels, otter, rats,
s11ulrrels and birds. Also how to c ure skins. Copiously
Illustrated.
No. 41. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END JIIEN'S
JOKE BOOJt.-Containlag a grent variety of the latest
jokes used by the most famous end men. No amateur
mlnstrel Is complete without this wonderful little book.
No. 42. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK STUJIIP
SPEAKER.-Co ntnlning a varied assortment of stump
SP<'erhes, Negro, Dutcb and Irish.
Also end men's
jokes. Just tbc thing for home amusement and amateur
shows.
·
No. 45. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK JIIINSTREL
GUIDE AND JOKE BOOK.-Somethlng new and very
Instructive. Every boy should obtain tills book, as It
contains full instructions for organizing ·a mateur minstrel troupes.
No. 52. HOW TO PLAY CARDS.-Giving the rule
nnd full directions for playing Euchre. Cribbage, Casino,
Forty-Five, Hounce, Pedro Sancho, Draw Poker. Aue- •
Uon Pitcb, All Fours, and many other popular games of
cards.
No. 53. HOW TO WRITE LETTERS.-A wonderful
little book, telling you bow to write to your ~weetheart,
your father, mother, sister, brother, employer: nnd, in
fact, everybody and any body you wish to write to.
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND lllANAGE PETS.Giving complete information as to the mnnner and
method of rulslng, keeping, taming, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets: also giving full lnstru<'tlons for
mnklng cages, etc.
l<'ully explained by twenty-eight
Illustrations.
No. M. HOW TO COLLECT STAJ\IPS AND COINSContaining valuable information regarding the collecttug and arranging of stamps aud coins. Handsomely
Illustrated.
No. 117.

IIOW TO JIIAKE MUSICAL INSTRUJIIENTS.

No. 60.

HOW TO BECOJIIE A PHOTOGRAPJIEB.-

No. 68.

HOW TO DO CHEMICAL TRICKS.-Con-

-Full directions how to make a Banjo, Vlolln, Zitber,
.A:eollnn Harp, Xylophone and other musical Instruments; together with a brief description of nearly ever:,
muslcl\1 lnstrumen t used in ancient or modern times.
Profusely Ulustrated . B.v Algernon S. Fitzgerald, for
· twenty years bandmaster of the Royal Bengal Marines.
No. 118. HOW TO BECOJIIE A DETEOTlllE.-By Old
King Brady, the world-known detective. In which he Jays
down some valuable and sensible rules for beginners,
and also relates some adventures and experiences ot
well-known detectives.
Containing useful Information regarding the Camera
and bow to work It; also how to make Photographic
Magic Lantern Slides nnd other Tran spa rencles. Handsomely IJluRtra ted.
No. 64. IIOW TO JIIAKE ELECTRICAL llfAOHINE8.
Containing full directions for making electrical machines, Inductions coils, dynamos, and many novel toy1
to be worked by electricity. By R. A. R. Bennett. Ful17
Illustrated .
No. 61>. JIWLDOON'S JOKES.-Tbe most original joke
book ever pu bllsbed, and It Is brimful of wit and
humor. It contains a large collection ot songs, joke•,
conundrums, etc., of Terrence Muldoon, the great wit,
humor!~. and practical joker of the day.
No. 67 ROW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Contalnlng a large collection of Instructive and high!:,
amuslnf electrical tricks, together with lllustrationL
By A. nderson.
tainlng over one hundred highly amusing a~ lutruetlve tricks with chemicals.
By .A:. .Anderson.
Hand•
somely Illustrated.
·~
For sale by all newsdealers, or w,.11 be sent to an1.
address on recept of price, 10c. per cop:,,
In money or stamps, by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Inc.
166 West 23d Street
New York Citz

